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MASSACRE OF ARMENIANS CONTINUES AT BAKU
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WITTE WIRkS

AT LAST RECOVERED

VHE PICTURE SHOWS THE TYPES OF BI.OOIV
CHARACTKRISTIC PICTURES OF AN ATTACK BY FIENDISH CAUCASIAN- TARTARS.
PRACTICALLY
HAS
THIRSTY FANATICS WHO ARE KILLING PEOPLE RY THE THOUSA X1H AT BAKU AND TIFL1S. THE SITUATION
BECOME A REVOLT AGAINST KUSSIAN AUTHORITY. THESE TARTARS ARE MOSLEMS.

CONFESSES

FINANCE SHOWN
LIF

IN

INSURANCE BUSINESS

The body of Jacob Levy, the young
Las Vegas stock broker, who was
drowned in Kroenig's lake near that
city on Sunday, while out duck hunting, was recovered late Monday afternoon.
The body had been In the
water forty-eigh- t
hours and was in a
bad state when found.
The funeral was held this afternoon
tpmnlo In 1 aa V- from the .Ipu-lngas, Rabbi M. Ifovita conducting the
services, n was very largely attend
ed oy tne mc-ndof the deceased.
WAR .VETEf AN6 PLAN
s

TO AMALGAMATE.

Herzig Raped And Murdered Girl For Which An Both New York Life and Mutual Life Officers Are
On The Stand And Make Strange
Innocent Man Was Hung, Becomes Wander
Disclosures
And Finally Hangs Himself

le-ga- n

Minot, S. D., Sept. 13. The dead
body of Charles Herzig has been
found ly searchers, hanging to a tree
in a secluded ravine. Pinned to his
breast was a piece of wrapping paper,
on which was written the following:
"My name is Charles Herzig. Over
thirty years ago I raped and murdered
young girl named Lizzie Grumbacher
near Youngslown, Ohio. Charles SterWIRES TAKEN OUT
ling, an innocent man was tried, conthe murder of
FROM RACE TRACKS victed and hanged for
this young girl. If my body is ever
found, notify my mother, Catherine
New York, Sept. 13. The board of Herzig, at Girard, Ohio."
directors of the Western Union TeleIf Herzig had not left a written
graph company today approved the confession and a threat of suicide at
recommendation of the executive com- the B .Y. R. ranch, his body might
mittee that the company discontinue have never been found, as it was in a
entirely the collection and distribu- spot seldom visited. Around his neck
tion of horse racing news. Messages
of this character will be handled only
when filed at regular offices of the
j
company, and race track wires will be WEST WISCONSIN
abandoned.
METHODISTS MEET!

iit-i-

FRENZIED

CRIME

HORRIBLE

AFTER THIRTY YEARS' SILENCE

Phoenix, Arizona, Sept. 13. Mrs.
Adolph user was bo severely burned
last night that it cost her her life.
Entering her home in the evening, she
found that the fire was not burning to
suit her.
Taking a five gallon oil can she
pouring the fluid on tho fire,
when the can exploded, throwing oii
about the room and all over her.
Her clothes caught fire and burned
rapidly. Her aged father and little son
tried to extinguish the flames but
were too feeble.
Screams brought neighbors to the
scene and they stopped the burning.
Mrs. Iiuser lived until midnight.
During her suffering Mrs. Huser left
Instructions for her husband, who Is
In Phoenixvlile, Pa., concerning the
disposal of their property and the
care of their son.

a

THANKS

JACOB LEVY'S BODY

LIFE

btw-ndi-

HEARTFELT

Madison, Wis., Sept. 13. The West
Wisconsin conference of the Methodist Episcopal church opened heiethis
morning with a large attendanee
of
distinguished ministers from all parts
of the state present. Tne West
conference Includes nearly all
of the churches in the western half
of the state, and the number of representative Methodists which were
present at the opening session was
over 2oft, including ministers and laymen. The conference will remain in
session five days and many iniKrtant
matters will be considered. Among
other tilings, pastors tor the coming
year will be elected and assigned. In
connection with the conference, a laymen's meeting will be hi Id on Fri-

was a shred of green veiling, such as
l izzie Grumbacher
wore when murdered.
A ranchman named Olsen said today that Herzig showed him this veiling and told him it was part of a veil
worn by the giri whom he had killed.
Herzig told Olsen that after committing the nitirdxr and exchanging shirts
with Steiling he fled, going first to
Warren, Ohio, and later to Pennsyl-ani- a

York, Sept. 13.

Frederick H.
Shipman, assistant treasurer of the
New York Life Insurance company,
was examined before the legislative
insurance investigating committee today regarding syndicate accounts. After going into various syndicate operations appearing on the books of the
company, Mr. Hughes, counsel for the
committee, asked Mr. Shipman:
"It Is fair to say that the New York
Life enters into agreement with others, and provides money for the purchase of bonds, and then gives the
members of the syndicate the profits
of the s:'.es?"
"Yes," answered Shipman.

Altoona, Pa., Sept. 13. Several hun
dred members of the eastern and
western divisions of the American Vet
erans of Foreign Service aie assem
bled here to attend the Joint conven
tion which will open at Frohslnn rnall
toulglit. This morning the members
of the two divisions held separate conventions. In which they arranged their
business affairs in preparation
for
the amalgamation of the two divisions
Into one organization. This afternoon
a preliminary Joint convention wdll be
held In which rules for governing the
convention and amalgamating the two
organizations will be adopted. The
first general meeting of the amalgamated organization will be held tonlgh
and an elaborate program has been
prepared for the occasion.
important
Tomorrow and Friday
meetings will be held, at which tne
union of the two o.ders will be consummated. Friday evening there will
be a big parade.
On Saturday t fie
veterans will attend a big open air
celebration in lakemont park.

"Does It mean that the New York
Life pays
of the profits to
bankers to get them to handle the
syndicate?"
"Yes, I think It is sometimes advisable in order to get the business."
Mr. Rudolph, treasurer of ths New
York Life, again took the stand, and
gave the details of the purchase for
Eax1 of certain bonds for Joint account.
.
Frederick Cromwell, treasurer of
After Sterling's execution he. went
He
the Mutual Life, was recalled.
to Telluride, Colo., where he married.
made a statement to the effect that it
Ohio people commenced to move to
Is impossible for life Insurance comColorado, and becoming frightened he
panies to seek investments nowadays
deserted his wife and child and went
without the aid of syndicates. He said
to Death Va'.ley in California. Since
heretofore business could be conduct- WRIT OF MANDAMUS
then he had been a wanderer. Olsen
ISSUED BY ARIZONA COURT
ed through bond brokers, but today
though Herzig was demented and did
It must be conducted through combiPhoenix, Ariz., Sept. 13 Attorney
not credit his confession.
nations of big capitalists.
Oenoral Clark, who returned from
Tucson, slated that Associate Justice
Campbell,, on the application of the
territory, had Issued an alternative
MAINE FEDERATION
ADMIRAL TOGO NOT
INVESTIGATING THE
writ of mandate, directed to the
OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
IN MIKASA LOSS
WILLIAMS SHOOTING boards of supervisors and their clerks
of the counties of Pima, Graham, Mohave and Yavapai, to show cause why
The!
Sept.
13.
D.
Washington,
C.
Houlton, Me., Sept. 13. A large
Phoenix.' Sept. 13. Lieut. Wheeler, they should not. accept the territorial
intelligence
today
naval
bureau
of
number of delegates representing the
advices from the American na-- of the Arizona rangers, retT ed from hoard of equalization's Increase of the
various women s clu'is of Maine,
val attache at Tokio tnat the loss of Williams, where he wen; to i ..estigate valuations of patented mines In those
counties. The writ is made rethe Federation, Is
filiated
Ranger four
killed and missing on the battle ship the shooting of a native '
on September 27, the day
turnable
ot
343
whom
are
was
'ti,
sem tiled
Mikasu
to attend the annual
Neill one night lust we
The inves- when the supreme court will meet in
accident
of
cause
The
the
wounded.
meeting of the Maine Federation of
tigation was a formal one, for assur- this city.
Women's clubs. The delegates are cannot be ascertained until the Mi-- I ance had bei a give:; .,y the sheriff
is
floated.
the guests ol the Fact and Fiction kasa
Admiral Togo was not on board at and district u.. rmy of the county SIXTY INJURED IN
club, the Wicker Travel (lass and the
s justifiab.e. LieuHoulton Women's club. This town tho time of the disaster.
that the shooting
UPSET TRAILER CAR
has been m leeted because it is the
tenant Wheeler found that the native
home of the vice president of the or- JAMES J. JEFFRIES
had been iu a saloon with a revolver.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 13. Sixty pasganization. Mrs. George C. Five is
ranger saw him and might have sengers
weie injured, nine seriously,
the piesident of the Federal ion. and
WILL ARRIVE SUNDAY The
but he went out and by the overturning
arrest,
made
the
of a trailer atwill call the meeting to order at the
a constable, who returned to tached to a car on
notified
the Homestead difirst session tais afternoon.
She will
4 f
By tnat time
f
with
him.
the
saloon
vision of the Pittsburg street railway
deliver her annual addres anil Mis.
This afternoon President W.
the native had gone. The constable near Uleu bridge this morning.
N. II Gordon
it the Mothers' club of
The
H. Ureer, of the fair association,
ranger
overtakfollowed
and,
and
the
accident was caused
by
Headflebl, Me., will deliver an
defective
adreceived the following telegram
ing i ii, called upon him to stop. He Drakes.
dress on "What the Federation May
from Janus J. J' ffries, wnicu
stepped into a dark place ami began
After being upset,
Be to the Club, and What the Club
trailer, carspeaks for Itself, and sets aside
firing at the officers, who kept ap- rying sixty passengers, the
May Be to the Federation."
was drugged a
In the
all rumors to the effect that the
range
proaching.
was
so
The
close
considerable distance before tho mo
evening there will be a reception in
champion might tail to come':
that both the officers were powder tor could be stopped. It Is expected
honor of the visiting delegates. The
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 13.
burned.
Neill
Then
native
shot.
The
thut all of the Injured will recover.
convention wiJI bo in session tnree
William II. fircei-- AlMiiueru,ue,
fell, but later got up and walked 150
days. The session will be of particuN. M.
against
feet
post.
The
a
leaned
and
HORSE TRADER CHARGED
1 will
lar importance, as a number of radbe there positively, Sunball entered the abdomen but passed
ical amendments to the constitution
day.
WITH HORSE STEALING
Is though he
to
It
back.
the
around
of the Federation are to be considJAM ICS J. JEFFRIES.
El Paso, Sept. 1:1. T. 11. Milton, a
will recover. The oniy criticism of
ered and discussed.
f I M
I .M I J
that could possibly be of- - horse trader, was arrested by Deputy
f the ranter
fered was for not arresting the native Constable Chrlss, charged with horse
when he first saw him. But this In- stealing. It is alleged that he stole a
terference with their duties Is some- hor.se from M. Lopez at Vinton, N. M
WITH
times resented by the local officers, and later sold the animal to a party
land for that reason Neill went after a at San Anrelu. Milton admits that he
handled such a horse in bis trading,
const able.
but says that he bought htm from a
WAS
man In New Mexico.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 13. Cattle
Receipts, la.eiii); market steady to AMERICAN SMELTING CO.
r Lay.
Se,t. 13. President (H t,.,.r.am, naying rot ..u'y was the 1'ic lower; native steers, ft'uS.fm;
SHOWS BIG DIVIDENDS.
HoiM-ielilei)Mi:ic eil iis a la hricat ion j in er ie v: an absolute la ricat ion, but southern stee:s, l.'.an f; 3.7.J ;
New York. Sept. 13. Tho report
southern
wholly without loundat ion. the teport that his conduct in eMaiiiing an audi-o- f
$1.11.11 i.t'.'i;
nutive cows and of the American Smelting company
an interview with him rcpardinir ence with tin- - president under false heifers,
$1.7afjlj;
year ending April 3't, was
and for tin
Blockers
the terms ol pe.u - between Russia pr''tensi
dishonora- - feed' rs, $J..1nfi 4.0; bulls, $:"i 3. pi made public today. It showed $i,K'.is.-Mwas "tlioroii-nI.
;iti I .la an puld..- i.ed today in I't t n
..".; western steers, $.',
calves, $:!'!
net earnings for tho year, an
Parisieu. of Paris.
'1)11; western cows, $ 1.75 fa 3 'J.I.
of $;:i;i,i';it, as compared with
i. resident s
The
Sailed Aay Yesterday.
secretary.
Mr
Sheop Receipts, tl.eiju; market luc the p:eeed!liS
year. Dividend pay.
sent to (Jaston Richard, the
New York, Sept. l::. (lastun R:sa-jr- lower; muttons, $4.i:5fa .".'.'1;
latni.s, nu nts were f r,,ooi).0o0 and represent,
correspondent of the Paris uewnpapor,
of Petit
I. the corre.p. indent
fj.'iifaT; range wethers, $ 1.1:5 5i 5'JI ed an increase of $ I.'.TjU.ooij over the
who called on the president recently,
led ewes, 3 I't 1 L5'..
year l'."U.
sailed for Europe csterday.
New

one-hal-

f

Stones

Abound
in that District.

LUNCHES AT, AND
WITTE WIRED OYSTER BAY.
Oyster Hay, Sept. 13. Baron Rosen,
Russian ambassador, was a guest today of President Roosevelt nt luncheon.
The engagement was made at
the request of the ambassador before
his mission was enclosed.
On the eve of his departure from
America yesterday Mr. Witte extended to President Roosevelt by telegraph, liis "hea;tfelt thanks" for the
cordial welcome given to the envoys
and the courtesy on tho part of American employes nnd the government.

Chicago, Sept. 13. Subways of the
Illinois Tunnel company are found to
be the cause of settling of streets and
several large buildings In the down
town district. This conclusion is set
forth by the city's special engineering
committee In their report. No damage was done because of work on the
main tunnels.
Many connections which bad been
proposed, have been abandoned because of danger.
The committee reports that It Is not
feasible to make any plan that can
safely be followed for all connections.

1

Precious

ROSEN

SEEM TO BE SINKING

INDICATIONS

at Luncheon That Diamonds and Other

New York, Sept. 13. The physicians attending Baron Komura decided
today that he has typhoid fever. His
temperature was 1U2 and he is very
ill. His departure for Japan has been
postponed.
Doctors Will Disagree.
Pr. W. B. Pritchard disagreed with
the typhoid fever diagnosis, and said:
"My original opinion was that the baron was suffering from an Inflamed
gall bladder, and I still hold to that
opinion. Thero is nothing serious In
the baron's condition."

ILLINOIS SUBWAYS

Reunion of the Thirty-Firs- t
Maine.
Bangor, Maine, Sept. 13. The surviving members of the Thirty-rir.-- t
Maine Volunteer Infantry regiment
aro holding 'heir annual reunion at
B. H. Beale post ha today. Iast year
15 of the original ".Vi members of the
regiment
the reunion, but
this yar tluir nun b". litis dwindled
to Uss than fifty. T.'.e local veter-imh.r.e !i a:e t aiiemte p iarations
for the outcriainnit nr of the visiting
l
will ni.ke things as
ci'iiriides
ti r them as
pliwa.it it'i'l
possible
'r.p wld be
n
Tl.'e first
this tMttrno'.n,. ui.d In the evening
f .ri an I sinkqer
thero v ill be a ca,-..musio Mai singing.
villi a Id

Rosin

but Business Unknown.

Washington, Sept. 13 Upon the occasion of the recent visit of members
of tht' board of consulting engineers
for tho Isthmian ranai, at Oyster Hay,
the president addressed them in a few
remarks, which will be printed ami
presented to the members. He urged
them to use all speed they could safely make In coming to a conclusion as
to the best p. an for digging the canal,
so that he might, have ample time for
studying the report before sending It
to congress.
He did not express himself in favor
of lock or sea level canal, and refrained from milking any technical observation, but urged the members to
state their opinion without the slightest hesitation and to send him reports
not as he should like to get them but
as he ought to pet them.
At the afternoon session Cromwell
testified lliat he had mido a personal
profit of $lir.371 dii;ing the past five
years from syndicate operations, In
which the Mniinl Life and he, personally, had participated.

STRIKE FEELING ABATED
AMONG FREIGHT HANDLERS
Chicago, Sept. 13. The executive
officers of the freight handlers' union
held a meeting here today to consider
the replies by the general managers
of railroads to their demand for a ten
per cent increase of wages. The strike
feeling abated somewhat when the
union leaders announced that the general managers of a number of lines
were willing to enter into negotiations.

DISAGREES SATISFACTORY

With President Roosevelt

OF LOCKS OR SEA LEVEL

enter-taiumtn-

PRITCHARD

1

Speed So He
Study Reports Before
Congress Meets

Iowa Lca:ji:e of Municipalities.
Burlington, Iowa, Sept. 13. What is
expected to be the most important
convention of the Iowa State league
of Municipalities opened here todar,
for a two days' session. Over sixty'
cities and towns of this state are repMany
resented In tho convention.
prominent municipal officials are in
attendance and an interesting session
is expected. The league has secured
the passage of eighteen municipal
laws by the last legislature, which ate
of great importance, not only to the
citlis represented in the league, but
also to those outside of the league.
The local municipality has made ex
t
tensive preparations for the
of the vUiting delegates.

FOR DIAMONDS

Baron Komura Thought English Expert Prospect- to Have Typhoid Fever
or Finds in Elliott
at New York.
County, There

AY ,

'tlH "

Only Desired

COAL OIL CAN EXPLODES
COSTS A WOMAN'S

IN KENTUCKY

PEACE ENVOYS

Told by President to Send
Reports lie Ought

NOTHING

NUMBER 25)7

ABOUT LATE

ENGINEERS

NOT

11)05.

I

HUNDRED

THOUSAND

FOR

WORK

New York, Sept. 13. David Draper,,
an expert diamond prospeetor,
mho
has visited this country in the inter
est of an English syndicate, is In the
city at present, investigating the situation of the American market la
diamonds and other precious stone.
He has Just returned from a prospecting tour, which took him through
Kentucky and seveial other district
in the south. He made a careful Inspection of the dislrlct between Ison
and Creeches creeks, Elliott county.
Kentucky, and he says that surface
borings showed that a stratum ot
Kimberllte Is close to the surface.
Klmberllte is the diamond bearinff
stratum which has yielded su,ch enormous wealth of diamonds In ' South
Africa. There are, in his opinion,
also strong indications of garneU.
Ulmenlte, olivine,' dopslde and mica.
Bi his preliminary surface work
be
did not find any any diamonds, but
he is inclined to believe that there
may he diamond bearing deposits In
that district.
Mr. Draper does not consider It aft
all strange that no diamonds have so
far, been found In that, district, as the
surface is coveied with a thick growth
of vegetation. He points to the fact
that many of the mines In the Transvaal were discovered only after twenty-five
years of prospecting, although
it was evident to mining experts that
diamonds existed there. In his opinion there is no reason why the deposits in Kentucky should not hear Just
as large and One gems as those in
.
South Africa, and he "av thaicost of mining would be a great deal
cneaper in ientucky than in South
Africa. A yield of only fire
per load would be sufficient to carat
make
diamond mining In Kentucky payiu&.
Mr. Draper expects to meet the
members of the syndicate In London
about two weeks hence and. will prob-aj.'- y
advise thorn u have extensive
wring and Investigations made by
competent diamond prospectors.
He
thinks it would cost about 1100,000 to
explore the district and that It would
require about two years' time to complete the work.
:

CHINESE RETURNING
TO MANCHURIA HOMES
Lldzlapudze, Manchuria, Sept. 13.
The Chinese, over whose land the war
was fought between Kussia and Japan
for nearly eighteen months, are proceeding In long lines hack to their
old homes. Many of their homes have
been devastated, but not withstanding
they express joy at getting back Into
peaceiui and industrious occupations.
It is reported that the Japanese have
disbanded the Chinese bandit or.
ganizations.

Jersey Firemen in Convention.
Atlantic Cltv. N. .1 Sent it Tho
twenty-eightannual convention of
the New Jersev Stntn Fireman'
soclation opened here this morning In
the pavilion on the steel pier. Over
100 delegates were In attendance at
the opening meeting. One of the most
important matters that will come up
for consideration In the convention
will be the resolution calling for a
caucus for the nomination of a vice
president.
According to the resolution submitted by the executive com
nilttee the caucus Is to be held by the
delegates and life membois from each
congressional district. As soon as the
resolution has been adopted, a recess
will lie taken to hold the caucus.
New

h

h

e

WIs-soncl-

day.
Among the many prominent clergymen and officials of the church at-

tending the convention are Bishop
Luther B. Wilson of Chattanooga,
Tenn., the Rev. Rol.e.t Forlx s. of
Philadelphia; the Rev. J. F. Mc Far-lanthe Rev. W. A. Quayle of Chicago, anil lr. A. B. Leonard, general
missionary secretary of the M. E.
church.
Duchess to Visit Former Home.
Sept. l:s. The Oneness oi
Marlborough, accompanied by her eldest son, the Marquis of Blandford.
sailed today for New York. She will
go directly to Brookholt, the estate of
Mrs. Oliver H. P. Belmont, near
L. I., her mother having closed
her Newport villa. Marble house. The
duchess expects to remain in America'
ten wicks, long eumigli to take in the!
New York horse shows. It is almost
two years since the former Consuelo;
Yanderbilt has been in America. She
is the most (Hipuiar of the three American born duchesses. Mrs. Belmont,
her mother, is now more closely ident-- j
fled with the Meadow Brook
thaui
with the Newport sel, and a
social season is expected at West bury
during the visit of the duchfes.
We-tur-

I

i
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CLAIMED INTERVIEW

.

,

THE

PRESIDENT

FABRICATION

i

fii,

h .

U

Will Adettise His Stste.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 13. Among
the many distinguished visitors who
have arrived here to attend tho
lair as the fuesis 0 the governor of this state, is Governor Gleen.
of North Carolina, who wid be one
of the speakers at the meeting tonight. His address will be principally
devoted to the exploiting of the advantages and resources of the state
of North Carolina. He will speak before the Concord Kusiness .Men's association of Winehendon.
On September I'd he will address a meeting of
(lie Vermont State fair at Johnshury
and on the following day at Central
Mar and Waterville. Maine,
before
he returns to his own state he will
also visit Boston and probably deliver
an address before the Massachusetts
Hiisiness Men's association.
Con-'-or-

d

Firt Statue of the Queen.
Loudon, Sept. 13. The commission
for the lust statue of Queen Alexandra to be erected in public, has just
been given to (leorge K. Wade, the

distinguished Eng.ish sculptor. The
is intended for Hong Kong,
which has already given commissions
for statues of King Edward and the
rrlnce of Wales.
Tiie si at lie is to be erected out of a
fund raised in connection with the celebration of the coronation in Hong
Kong. The queen will be represented
in her coronation robes.
The statue
will be of bronze and life size and the
pedestal will be either granite or mar-

statue

ble.

l,

.

Par-isien-

;

FIFTEEN CHOLERA CASES
AND FOUR MORE DEATHS.
Ib't'lln, Sept. 13 An otneiul bulletin
announces fifteen new cases of cholera and four deaths between noon yesterday and the same hour today.

ALHUQUEHQUK EVENING CITIZEN
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MALARIA

people In 1910. to a more central and
convenient locality.
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
Kor a time It. was supposed that
Texas would bo divided into five
UNDERMINES THE HEALTH
In
states, and the act. of admission
Pbllihr4 OaHy and Weekly by
diWhen the grrms of malaria enter tht
1X15 provides that It can ho so
blood the entire health is affected, and j
Citizen Publishing Company vided. I.et any man In Texas now
the blood is ii"t punlied of these rcrnif
dare declare for division, and "Inoo LAWSON 13 ALIVE AND WILL
and microbes, Chronic Sor s and Ulcers
t Poatoffl. fnr tranamiulon threuch the uotis desuetude" or an asylum for the
RETURN TO ALAMOGORDO.
Liver potcl-'-sChills and I'cvcr, Loils
Insane would he his lot In short order.
Mill a. wond cWm matter.
Aches and P oms, and a great variety of
I havp failed to read anywhere of. CalIs at
.1. I., Lawson. whose home
troubles inairict themselves, and soot;
ifornia annexing any portion of her
and who was reimrted as
is undermined,
extensive domain to Arizona on ac- having died nt Johns llopkin hos- the entire
the sufferer n prey to a most misetublc,
capher
great
to
distance
of
the
count
a
undergoing
while
CUNIONl
pital recently,
iLABEL
aim nervous conumou.
ital. This "argument" of distance surgical operation, seems to bo very
from the cardial Is about as silly as much alive, and writes that he and
013 W. Mirkot St., Loulavillo, Ky.
though single statehood advocates family will return to Alamogordo In For nvpr: j enrs I auft-rwith Chills
argue that the City of Wash
nd fver. c.iiid.'U by Malaria
In i.iy
weeks.
Official Paper of Ftarnolillo County should
vatem,
and carol summer lor npvernl
ington was too far distant front Frog about three
yeara
I
would
liava
a
relapne.
iinallv
peoTanks for the convenience of our
uy phyaico.r, prescribed 8. S. 8. I took
IN CONTACT WITH LIVE
tUaaclaM Pimi AUrrnocn Dltpatehrt.
a fwr bott,. ; tin was
ple, having business at the foleral cap
WIRE, AND STILL LIVES. yenr
nix
Urjwt City iik) Ounty Clrcltio,
ajro. It entirely cnrerlnbout
me, and
ital. There is scarcely any business
linve
I
novrr
been
Th Largtit N.w Mmicn Circulntiiw.
troubled
Kincn.
I
nm
a
babe anre
Mrs. Lorenzo l.uceio, with
lrahsact''d nt a state capital (except
oth'-iuUieii,o cotiil liavecrivcn
lirgut NortKwn Arizona Circulation "political, where it is better to walk In her arms. Is said to have come in mn inocomi'lo-nnil immediate relief
I cannot. sp""k too highly of S. H. nl
foity miles than to write a letter") contact with n live wire alove the and
My
in luininpa n now taking
TERMS Or SUBSCRIPTION:
stamp will not trans- hot springs Sunday, wltlj the result 8. 8. mrtner
H. fornn
that a two-ceof the
and
a
(rnnerftl
con tti tion oft ho ay
ffeitr by mall, on yanr in advanca
that she received a shock that will
$r,.nr act.
liroixdi
hit
nit
he
and
btit one
statenot soon be forgotten, now thnt she bottle, already commence tiken
60
Kemember. that in accepting
fcHr by mall, on month
to loel hMor.
hood, we are not losing Arl.ona. but realizes fully the danger that she wad
IOC
br anil, on year
gaining New Mexico. Territorial
exposed to. says the l.ns Vegas Optic.
S. S. R. counteracts and drives all the
Is and has been, always, a It occurred nt the end of the trolley
by Carrier, 60c per month iKine
poison
blood and builds up the
of contention between nations line, at Ice house No. 4, where the system from the
i'lS line
purifying qualFor years I'tali has wire lies close to the ground, perhaps ities and bytonic effects.
Tmm Evbnino Citizen will bt dliTerod in the states, and men.
It stienj,'t liens
at tha low rata of 20 cnta per week, or for 60 tried in vain to take a slice off from too close for public safety.
every
part, increases the appetite, helps
Arizona, even asking congress for It;
AaMta par month, when pnid monthly.
the stomach and digestion, and by supand nbout thl.ty years nno Nevada CHILD IS TERRIBLY
BURNED AT SANTA FE plying the body with rich, pure blood
away
us a goodly slice of
from
took
cures
Unrtlslng Rates Made Known on Application our territory by an act of congress,
Malaria and all its disagreeable
Tn tile
While lighting a fire at the home of
at any map printed before 1S70,
look
most blond iiw.l- feataarfbara will onnfar a faror by notifying uf and you will see tliat the northern her father on College street, Santa Fe,
dlatalr an any
of the paper.
boundary of Arizona went straight to yesterday morning. Elena, the young
vegetathe California line, and nil that area daughter of Andres Sena, was frightble. Itdocsnol
kxB purely
MM laatara and raraittanraa should be addreaaed U.
in Nevada that reaches down to the fully burned nbout. the lower portion
m
contain
iir.
Cmriw Ptiai.iaHmg Com tant. Drafu. Colorado river, south from a prolonga-- i of her body and legs.
The f ames PURELY VEGETABLE,
tide of mineral
ika, poatnlTIc
and avpreu monay ordart tion of the Arizona northern line, was! caucht. In her clothing and before help
v
l
Jk
III
i li
VI
till
Mat be mad payable to the order at tht a part of our territory. There we could arrive the fire had done Its cruel (iisaereeaMv nffpet
tho ctnnvirli ,!:,..
were deprived of an area greater than work.
Hon ami bowels,
by cleanr-ititand
Ir. David Knapp was called and did aircngiiirmi;;; tne but
Cochise county. Now some of our
blond, puts every part
people are kicking (not all thank all that was possible to relieve the of the liody in healthy condition. Iloo!;
JbMfomalic 183.
Bell 15. God! Y because the gene.al govern- girl's suffering. He states that the in- on the blood and anv medical
.
ment proposes to give us outright nn juries are quite serious.
sired without charge.
area thirty times as large. For years
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca.
Texas contender through every court NEW EQUIPMENT FORPOSTOFFICE.
SPEAKER CHALMERS
ESTANCIA
In the land for "just a little more,"
PLENTY OF PROOF.
claiming her legal boundary extender
Postmaster Hawkins has Installed
IS FOR JOINTURE farther. I)id any citizen of the state a series of new Ikixcs in the postofflce,
or the a;ea affected claim that the says the Rstancia News. There are From People You Know From Albuslice wanted was too far removed twenty-siquerque Citizens.
lock boxes, with combinafrom the canital? Then why not ac- tion locks and thirty-twcall boxes.
The greatest skeptic can hardly fail
now
of
acres
cept
thrown
the millions
This is quite an improvement, and if to be convinced In the face of eviWites Unanswerable Argu- by congress
to Arizona?
we may now have a money order sys- dence like this. It Is impossible to
tem installed, tho patrons of the of- produce better proof of merit than the
ments For Union of Two
FAMOUS COW WX
fice will be greatly ph ased. That an testimony of residents of Albuquerque,
of the local ol peopie who can bo seen at any time.
PORTLAND iTOCK SHOW office doing the business
Territories
otlice, and that the county seat, should
Read the following case of It:
he without this accommodation, is a
J. A. Skinner, dealer In staple and
FAIR QUEEN, CHAMPION AT EV-- i detriment to our town. The request, fancy groceries. 110
Vest (lo'd aveAT which has been
WAS SPEAKER
ERV FAIR, AN ATTRACTION
ARIZONA
HOUSE
for . epoateilly, nue, says:
"When a man finds from
' LEWIS AND CLARK EXPOSITION should be granted at once.
observation and experience that an
THE
ABOUT
FACTS
SOME
article extensively advertised does not
TWENTY-TWPOUND
SHOW.
PART I.
HUBBARD SQUASH. do as it promises it is his duty to
I have been asked by several "why
prevent his fellow men from squanderPortland. Sept. 13. Fair U.ueeit.
m I for joint statehood?' I have not
who has a ranch ing probably bard earned wealth in
William King,
fairs, and, as a
hesitated to give my reasons, and, champion of many
enIts purchase. It is just as much the
north of Tajiqiic. brought to
with an Idea that they may Interest cow wliicii has never been bcaien,
squash, says the duty of a citizen to tell his friends and
your readers they are herein present titled to rank as one of the greatest a monster Hubbardlargest
squash of acquaintances
It is the
about articles upon
snow cows living, is entered in the News.
ed for publication.
have ever seen, which they can absolutely depend.
Primarily. I am for Joint statehood j tnorthorn class at the stock show, this variety which we twenty-twand Some time ago there came to my notipping tho scales at
ior the reason that if the people of which is to !e bed at the Lewis and
pounds. It Is firm ami well tice a case of a child whose control
It
Arizona and New Mexico accept the Clark exposition from September
Fair Queen took championship matured and had no further curtiva-tio- over the kidney secretions was limitvjpui luuuy iiuw uueieu, we will live to
than did the rest of his patch. ed.
The parents procured for it
In a state, elect our officers and con- honors at the World's fair at St. Louis
of Mr. King's farm and garden Doan's Kidney Pills at the Alvarado
duct our own government, instead of last year, and also at the International All
and he promises pharmacy, and the treatment, accordbaying it conducted from Washington, Live Stock Shows held at Chicago in has done splendidly,display
for the fair ing to directions for children, was
bring In quite a
as now. We would have voices and 1903 and l'JOl and at the American to
week, hoping to take some of the commenced. In addition to the limitotes in both houses of congress, and Uoyal Show at Kansas City in the next
Thorough
control there was considerable
In the electoral college as well, which same years. She is also the holder of premiums back with him.
Instance ed
now we have not. And we would have various premiums won at leading cultivation has shown in this
hackache.the complications fully provand
section,
In
this
be
done
cau
what
ing that In some way the kidneys were
all the taxable wealth of the counties state fairs all over the country.
either weakened or over excited. The
"In ,the shorthorn show the class of he is well pleased with the result.
of New Mexico to aid us in sustaining
the expenses of our state government. cattle will be the highest in the Unit- A PENNILESS INGRATE
treatment of Doan's Kidney Pills so
Secondarily, I am for Joint state ed States," said H. D. Wisdom, live
IN JAIL strengthened, washed and purified the
LODGED
hood because I have never yet heard a stock superintendent at the exposition.
kidneys that the annoyance ceased."
ingle valid argument against Joint-ore- , "It will be a show of great quality and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
'Charles Raynier, who was taken in
while, upon the other hand, the one that people cannot afford to miss. by the miners at the Tampa mine near cents. Foster-MIlbur-n
Co., Buffalo, N.
cause of Jolntifre fairly bristles with The shorthorn show in general wlil be Tres Pledras, last week and who Y., sole agents for the United States.
strong and cogent arguments, any one equal to any shew ever held In Ameri- robbed his benefactors of $100 in cash,
Remember the name Doan's and
of which can be grasped and compre- ca of tills breed of cuttle.
49
a six shooter, a Winchester and a take no other.
hended easily by a-boy.
"In the Holslein class," continued horse and saddle, is lodged behind the
If the utterances of both delegates the superintendent,
"the Hazelwood
Numerous and Worthless.
at Tres Pledras.
in congress from the two territories Farm company of Spokane has enter- bars
Everything is in the name when it
A posse of three men, headed by
re to be believed each territory ed twenty head of show stock, chosen Mr. Dieckmann, the agent for the Den- comes to Witch Hazel
Salve. E. C. De
would make a magnificent state. from seventy head which the company ver & Uio Grande, at Hairanca station, Witt & Co., of Chicago, discovered
Then think of what a grand common- purchased in Wisconsin. These are followed Baymer south to Rinconada, some years ago how to make a salve
wealth the two combined would make. the best of the class to be found. They where it was found that he had pass- from Witch Hazel that is a specific
Area we want. Look at the grand, will compete against the world's cham- ed
through that town an hour and a for piles. For blind, bleeding, itching
magnificent state of Texas. Admitted pion herd of the Pierce Land and
before. He had stopped in Rin- and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,
half
In 1845, containing a fraction more Stock company of California, a herd conada
all skin diseases
long enough to buy food and burns, bruises
than 100,000 population, she is today which is without question the finest inquire as to the best place to camp De Witt's Salveand
has no equal. This
the fifth state in the union, with near- In the world. The Pierce Land and for the night. From there the trail has given rise to numerous worthless
ly 4,000,000 souls, if the same ratio Stock company imported forty head
follow and the Dosse soon counterfeits.
Ask for De Witt's the
of growth continues, by 1920 she will from
year and the bull found its man in a hay stack on the genuine. Sold by all druggists.
Holland
'ast
lead Ohio, and within forty-fiv- e
years that heads the herd is one of the Ima
ana
ranch of Matlas Komenv two
thereafter she will be the Empire portation. He is considered the finest half
miles below Rlneonada. He was
Look Out
State of the Union, outstripping New bull of the breed living today. Be- nQiii,r...i
without further trouble and
York. Without a city of 75,000 inhab- sides these two herds, John B. Irvin,
Also
look where you can get Cutlery
Sunday
mor
taken hack to Rinconada
itants, she is what might be called of Wisconsin, who won at St. Louis ning.
that is and will stay sharp.
sparsely settled, having resources to last year, and P. A. Frakes, of Oregon,
We have the exclusive agency for
suport more than twenty times her who also owns some St, Louis prize ONE OF KIT CARSON'S
the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
present population, and that without
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
VETERANS MURDERED
will show at the fair..
crowding.
Twice the size of Great winners,
the very best Cutlery at prices you
a
will
Jerseys
be
shown
there
"In
TuesBritain, which has one city alone con- fine
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
Juan Armente was killed late
herd
from
Hazel
select
the
and
by
Torrance,
5,000,1100
taining
souls, Texas has now Fern farm, owned by W. S. Ladd day night at Duran, near
these goods are guaranteed.
some
with
only thirteen people to the square
being struck over the head
Pocket knifes, such as you pay 35
probably an Iron to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
mile, while New York "has 160 and estate. This is one of the finest herds blunt instrument,
England C27. Think then of the future of Jerseys in the world, and the stock bar. Robbery Is supiosed to have Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
the show ring will be the very been the motive, as the old man had A two dollar razor for
1 25
of the two territories merged into one sent tospecimens
of the breed procurthe
great state, and ours the sister state finest
person
before
1 75
The finest made for
about $60 on his
anywhere.
competition
with
able
In
great
of that
commonwealth, whose
25
Scissors, 4 inch
murder.
be
will
herd
Fern
Hazel
herd
the
the
by
magnificent
John
splendors are already
Jle had been employednear Enclno, Scissors, four and a half Inch... 30
dazzling and whose future glories are of Dr .Still, of Missouri, which was
35
a sheep raiser
Scissors, five Inch
prominent among first prize winners on the line of the Santa Fe cut-ofincalculable.
, 40
Scissors, tlx Inch
Texas now leads in railways, but at St. Louis last year, and which has as cook. He quit the evening before Shears, seven and a half Inch..
35
the rail facilities that will be afford- been recuperated in size and merit. to go to Santa Fe on business and Shears, eight and a half Inch. .. . 45
will
a
two
Besides
these
be
there
to
people
the
train
ed
in the new great state
Very best butcher knives, six
was waiting at Duran for the
of Arizona are far better, and the dis- number oL local herds of quality. In- take him to Torrance. He had been
Inch
40
tances less than in Texas, and equally cluding those of Harry West. D. II. drinking freely during the evening Best razor straps at 25 and
50
a good as In California.
Many legis- Ixiney, A. C. Martin. B. Altman and with a number of strangers in the sa- Glass cutters, good quality
10
lative and Judicial districts, and many Atkinson brothers, all of Oregon. In loon and exhibited his money to some AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
counties In both states are at far sheep, swine and coats all the promin- of his new -f- riends, arousing their
STORE
greater distances from their canitals ent breeds will be represented by ttie cupidity to the extent of exciting them
122 North Second Street
soldier
a
than would be the most remote of finest type of animals."
was
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Deceases'
to murder.
The sheds for the stock show, on .Oirln.r tho I'lvll War. llllVillg SCrVCd
either in the new state, even with the
capital in Santa Fe, from where It the Government Peninsula at the ex- In the regiment of Kit Carson, who
N A. PEACH & CO.
will be removed by the vote of the position, are nearing completion. They often had berrleniieu mm. mnce inu
arc of Improved style, in every way
iiloved bv several peo
adapted to the purpose. Everything ple in Santa Fe and vicinity as cook. Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208
LUCKY MISTAKE
will be in readiness for the stock As yet there is no clew to ttie assassin.
West Cold Avenue, ground floor.
before September
(let our prices before you buy. We
Grocer Sent Pkg. of Poatum and Op- show several days
day.
lit.
opening
prospects
are
the
and
have for a short time a few good
ened the Eyes of the Family.
RIGHT 10 PUBLIC TIMBER
good for a remarkably large attend
brick and frame houses and choice
A lady writes from Brookline, Mass. ance
from
Pacific
coast
states.
lots, on easy terms.
"A package of Postum Coffee was
COURT HOLDS THAT vacant AT
SUPREME
HE D ROCK PRICES.
sent me, one day by mistake.
'
DOMESTIC
A
IS
Can You Eat?
ORE ROASTING
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
"I notified the grocer, but finding
J. II. Taylor, a prominent merchant
PROCESS."
from fluii to $300; $10 down, and $1
that there was no coffee (the old of Chrlesmun, Texas, says: "1 could
kind) for breakfast next morning. I not eat because of a weak stomach. I
The supreme court of the United per week. This IsIn a good investment
price In a short
prepared some Postum, following the lost ail strength and ran down in States decided the case of the United and will double
We have renters for all classes
directions very carefull.
weight. Al. thai money could do was States vs. The United Verde Mining time.
y
buildings,
ve:
of
but
few to rent. It
"It was an Immediate success In my done, but all hope of recovery van- company, of Arizona, which was prowill pay you to list your property
account
$:;H,ooo
on
family, and from that day we have ished.
recover
ceeding
to
Hearing of some wonderful
us. All business entrusted with
used it constantly, parents and children cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia of timber cut from the public lands with
too for my three rosy youngsters Cure, I concluded to try it. The first ami used In roasting ore. The act of us will icceive prompt attention.
are allowed to drink It freely for bottle benefitted mo. and after taking January 3, 1S7H, gave authority to citbreakfast and luncheon. They think four hot ties, I am restored to my us- izens to cut timber for agricultural,
MERCHANUAILOR
it delicious, and I would have a mut- ual strength, wealth and health." Ko-d- o mining , and 'other domestic purto
authority
iny on my hands Fhotild I omit the bethe
so
a
poses,"
g.ive
and
you
Dyspepsia Cure digests what
loved beverage. My husband used to e.at and cures. Sold by all druggists.
of tile interior to make reg- 0. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSINESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILhave a very delicate stomach while
ulations for the execution of the law.
he was using coffee, but to our surROAD AVENUE.
Due of the rules prescribed directed
RAILROAD TICKETS.
prise his stomach has grown strong
that timber should not be used for
Cut Rates.
end entirely well since we quit coffee
I have opened a merchant tailoring
For reduced rates to and from all smelting purposes, and it was contendand have been on Postum.
Association ed that the roasting of ore Is a smelt- establishment upstairs over No. 20
points go to Paulsen's
ing
Noting the good effects In my fam- Railroad
p.oiess.
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
office.
Railroad
Ticket
ily. I wrote to my sister, who was a
The opinion was by Justice McKeti-nu- , patronage of the general, public.
tickets bought. 8'd and exchanged.
"domes-I'coffee toper, and after much persuawho
held
the
words
that
n
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
sion grit her to trv Postum. She was
purposes " Included the roasting of pressed and repaired. The specific 1
Always Successful.
prejudiced against It at first, but when
was
company
ore,
mining
chronic
that
indigestion
and
the
use will not injure the cloth. Ladles'
becomes
When
she presently found that all the ail- it Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure entitled to cut timber on the public garments also cleaned, and walking
ments that coffee gae hep left and will cure Indigestion, and all trouble land for that purpose, lie ulso held skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
she got well quickly she became and resulting therefrom, thus preventing that the secretary had no authority to Have had 15 years' experience In
remain.-a thorough and enthusiastic catarrh of the stomach.
Dr. Now-- ! promulgate a regulation extending the this city. Give Die a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Postum convert. Her nerves, which brough, of League, w. Va says: "To scope ot the law, as would be the t
had become fliattered by the use of those suffering from Indigestion or
In the case If ore roasting was to
TRY OUR
coffee have grown healthy again, and sour stomach I would say that there be
as ore smelting. The optoday she Is a new woman, thanks to Is no better remedy than Kodol Dys- inion aCiiiiied tile decision of the Ari- FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Specially Fine Line
Postum." Name given by Postum Co., pepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for zona supreme court.
Rattle Creek. Mich., and the "cause a number of patients with good
"
Justices Harlan, Brown and Peck-haMARKET
UNION
why" will be found in the great little
united in a dissenting opinion,
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
book "The Road to Wc'.lville," which what you eat and makes the stomach based on the theory that ore roasting
Both Phones
207 W. Gold Avenue
comes in each pkg.
is not a "domestic process."
sweet. So d by all druggists.
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THIRD STREET
All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMI3 KLEINWORT,
Masonic lluildlng, North Third Street.
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A. 6LE YSTEff

INSURANCE,

ESTAT-E-

REAL

el,

Lily

JOE

Capital and Surplus

Cigar.

Pay

rv.

2g)

tn

I

(Successor to Hailing Jlros.)

antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
First Street.

Established In

F. C. PRATT

coii-tnn-

sue-cesi.-

'd

&

CO.

214

x

x- -x

A.

"J

DEPOSITORY

X

X-

-X-

RANKIN

FIRE INSURANCE,'

X-

-

&

FE RAILWAY

M.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

M.

Depository for Atchison, TopoKa

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo.. Black

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

2C5.

-X-X

CO.

REAL ESTATE,

LOANS

Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

The State National Bank

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

OF ALBUQUERQUE

Automatic phone

AND

U..S. DEPOSITORY.

AND BUILDER.

N.

M.

BANK

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FI.OURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
?
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Office and Factory

-X-X-

NATIONAL
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

South Second Street.

Albuquerque,

N,

Asst. Cashier:
george
arnot
o. e. cromwell

FOR THE ATCHISON," TOPEKA & SANTA

Best on

VEST COPPER AVENUE.

412

ALBUQUERQUE,

solomon luna
a. m. blackwell

FIRST

x x z -- x x- -x x
VS. HAY DEN

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

Free Delivery.

CONTRACTOR

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Groceries
Orders Solicited.

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
80LICIT3 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

Staple and Fancy
Hillsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

BANK

wm. Mcintosh
j. c. baldridge

Sole agents for CaBlno Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

o

,

THE

1S82

K

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Thos. F. Kclehcr
PAINTS,. OILS, . VARNISHES. AND
BRUSHES
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
One gallon Devoe's Paint
Covers
Three hundred square feet two coats.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
RAILROAD
409 WEST
AVENUE

l

WITH AMPLE MEAN8

207 S.

one-fourt-

c

f . 4' "h

?

WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guar

l

f,

:

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

PIONEER BAKERY

x

for Sharpers

$100,000

SIMON SMALLINCJ, Proprietor.

n,K-lr,-

j

t

W. Railroad Avenue.

113

n

r

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

ali-in-

run-dow-

x

fr "fr

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

NOTARY PUP.LIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, All uquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174. ,

Smoke the White

--

Montezuma Trust Co.

r-- tt

a.

1905.

13.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Meat Market

sv-te-

l

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

451.

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
G02 South First Street
Both Phones

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

A. E. .WALKER,

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

fire

tNSURA MCC,

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C Baldridge's Lum
ber yard.

TOrt

&

O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
h SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
S. S. PEARLSTINE
H
2122 South Second street.

Auto Phone, 328.
Business Strictly Confidential.

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

0

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- tures and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.

M

H

h 0

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Colo. 'Phone, 234.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

0
Q

M

"OLD RELIABLE'

The Fiiehr Undertaking Company

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Oav or Night
80th 'Phones:

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $0.00; Fillings, $1.00

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

Teeth extracted without pain,
All guaranteed.

5ue.

0
.8

h 0

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

up.

0
A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
D.

GRAOi

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line witn us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

H
H

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

ALBUQUERUE. N. M. Q

AVENUE

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

X. T. Armijo Building.

17,

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiauly
with responsible competition.

City Market

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only thm

AUTOMATIC

Best

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

PHONE

711.

oooooooooo 0C0000000
GIRLS!
GIRLS!

I GIRLS!
f

MIDNIGHT

LUNCH

o

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

After the show, or after cards; in fact, after any entertainment,
a host can smile and say: "Let's have a little lunch." bouillon,
ra:ebit, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that can be
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
can do this If you haye a i;as range.

SECOND CLASS

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

$25.00

$25.00

Colonist Rates to California.
Commencing September 15 and dally thereafter until October 31 the San
ta Fe will soil tickets to all points in
California at a rate of $25.00, one way
only. Stop overs allowed. Call on
any agent of the Santa Fe. H. S.
LUTJ5, Agent, Albuquerque, X. M.
JEWEZ HOT

SPRINGS

o

oooceoooo

00000OtKtJO00

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE,

N. M.

STAGE LINE

Carries the Vnlted States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
k'ood rlt:s, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquurque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. H. BIXCK, proprietor, perea, New Mexico.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albuquerque Always Booms m the Winter?
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST

M

chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
nu&iuunutj
nabtern Mammon, mgmands. Today, price onlv SlOO
$150, $200 per lot.
A

II"

i-u-
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DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.

!l

W. H.
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SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
Creer,
Pres.

Solomon Luna.

twji"
2saafccssES2S2a
Ja-

Just Received
large assortment of everything new and nobby In the furniture line. Our mammoth
emporium Is replete with
everything to make housekeeping pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbook.
It will pay you to investigate
our stock before purchasing.
We can furniBh your home complete. Special attention given to
mall orders. "Get the Habit."
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Company
A

LETTER

8

Radcliffe, chief surgeon
for the Santa Fe at Celcn, arrived in
the city this morning aiyl spent the
day here. He will probably leave tonight for Willard.
Dr.

V. D.

He said to an Optic reporter that
the engineering corps had been in the
Tecolote valley for the past three
months locating the proposed line,
which leaves ban Geronimo a half;
mile to the east and gives Mineral
i mi i ue
ine distance irom tne
Santa Fe road to the timbered region
acres of timber, and it is proposed
is about twenty-twmiles as the
crow flies. At this pulnt, the company,1
which is yet nameless to the public,
has secured several thousand acres of
timber land, and It Is proposed to!
erect there a sawmill with a capacity
of at least 50,000 feet of lumber a(
(lav'

at

General Agent H. II. Hapgood, ofi
&
Alton railway, with
headquarters in Denver, spent the day
iu uie city on rauroau uusiness, anti
win idve louignt ior tne west.
Mrs. Frank
Waldroth, of Helen,
passed through the city this morning
on her way to Willard to Join her
husband, who has charge of some
work on the Santa Fe cutoff at this
point.

the Chicago

o

j

-

Harvey Meade, son of J. M. Meade, SCARCITY OF WATER
the former resident civil engineer in
nw THC DCLciM
Las Vegas for the Santa i"e, has re-- '
'nC nci
turned to Topeka. He had been em-- !
ployed In an engineering corps on this
The contractors who 9
i
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Mutton receipts aie greatly enlarged at all the markets recently and
Dricps aria lnwor nprnrdln crl v
10 to 25 cents was taken off last week
and the market is 10 to 15 cents lower
today. The country demand is first-- '
class, and since the run has increased,
these buyers have been able to get
quite a number of sheep and lambs,'
and this seems to bilng lu more or-- .

weighing S5 pounds, sold today at
75 to
some chloe Arizona!
at $5.40 last week, weighing!
IL.'UIT, yearlings
10l) pounds.
A string of California
o building lanl,)s 801(1 today at IG.75, which av-- "
j

'

fl-tr:
sold at

iub net earnings or tne American,'"1"'- utal ul """cuuy uecause oi me
Car and Foundry company, of New scarcity of water. It is reported that
York, for the three months ended on building on
a stretch of
July n, amounted to $025,311, and the
nilles between 1116 leCOS
pnillninr haa
rtenr of 1
per cent on the preferred The
"tttiT there 6,tarted' Vng orl
Btock
.
jpiospects of water, within a distance
-

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 11. Enormous cattle receipts and a trade to
match the run were the features here
last week. Receipts amounted to
0
head. Including 9,000 calves, and a
larger ifrctnr:ifr, r,t DtwiiDPa r n ,i
feeders was included than usual. The!
packeis bought 38,500 head for slaugh- ter here, lo.ooo were purchased for
killers at other points, and country
buyers took the balance, over 900
car loads. Prices declined 15 to 30
cents during the week, most of the
loss being on medium class Blockers
and feeders and the least on westerns
suitable
the kille.s. These cattle
are killing out better than heretofore.
and packers are neglecting the higher
priced natives as long as the westerns
last. This condition has been effect- ive since last Thursday, includintr to- day. The supply today is 19,000 head,
0,000 less than last Monday.
The mar-- !
kct is steady on everything except
Mockers and feeders, which are strong
to lo cents higher, and fat natives
which are weak to 10 cents lower. No,
heavy rangers have been "nere, but
l.WO to 1,200 pound Colorados
and
Panhandle steers suitable for killers,
sell at $:i.40 to J3.R0: most nf the
branded Blockers sell at,lf.60 to 3.S5:
feeders, J3.15 to 3.0,0; covs, $2.fi5 to
2.80; nice hcifcry stuff up to $3.25;
canners, $1.(55 to 2.15; bulls, $2 to
2.50; veal calves. 50 cents higher than
a week ago and strong today, the top
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Making a lilt

and Use of

WITH OUR

Pilsner Beer

Mi-o-n- a

In the 6ummcr months' constant vlg- - mduth, dizziness, heartburn, specks
llance Is necessary, or dangerous dls- - befoie the eyes, furred tongue, sleepease gei ms will be absorbed from food lessness, and debility or weakness, It

shows that the stomach needs the
help of
Just one little tablet
complaints
out of a 50 cent box of
"e3, ,8UmIner
before
nlJbL!?
each meal for a few days, and you
no,t CT
f"l,WtteLtru
maCh'
will regain perfect health and strength
7
mi
and bo proof against the gerrrrS of
Sfth ?-- S.k V'1?8 d,BWWe
y
summer diseases.
secretcl
at",
fulceaorgans,
healthy,
Ask J. H. O'RIelly & Co. to
"'hen there are pains or distress you the guarantee under which show
they
aftl'r ,lntinK. headache, belching of sell
It costs nothing unless
sour food, and bad taste In the it restores health.

l what we are doing
with vry
one who teeU It delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There la no warm weather beverage that can compare with
thia refreshing drink on a warm
day.. 4t la not only pleasant to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per cats of two
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

0r drink

k

a

bie0

fr

Ks'.

Southwestern kurowery & Ice Company

Auto. Plume 292.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Colo. Phone 93

ESPERANTO THE
Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 113.

NEUTRAL LANGUAGE
Ksporanto was devised by Dr. Z.tmenhof, of Rcllstock, Russia.
The language has been in existence since 1887.
Phonetic spelling Is a feature.
It tuts 2,000 root words.
All the words common to the principal langugaes
have been ah.
m.incu wun nine, ir any, alterations.
All of these words, by the use of prefixes and suffixes, are intended to be sufficient to express everry shade of thought or action.
The Roman alphabet Is used.
The pronunciation Is phonetic throughout one letter, one
The vowels are confined to five. All consonant vowels aresound
eliminated.
All singular nouns end In "o," all adjectives in "a," all derived
in "e" and all plurals in "j."
All verbs are regular. There Is only one conjugation
In pronounciation all emphasis comes on the last syllable but one.
Many thousands of people throujhout Kurope can speak
and write
It tluently. There are many magazines devoted to it.
It is propagated by associations organized to study and extend its
use.
The Esperanto grammar has been translated Into more than twenty
languages and dialects.
It already has a considerable literature of Its own.
A. big convention of persons
interested in Esperanto haa Just been
uiu m jiuuiuKiit', r THiice.
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Black or White Hearse

Auto

5.00.
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Commercial Club Bulldlne.
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I The best machine In the
1 world. This Is no expert-- I
ment, but has been test--I
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VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
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200,000 In use.
If you
lntereBtei1 ln t''iwwri-- 1

Don't trifle
with the Safety

ZIEGER

I

S. RAMSEY I
401 'w. R. R. Ave. I

GEO.

'SiuMM
.

are selling at $4.40 to 4.S5; lambs,
$5.50 to 5.75; ewes, $3.65 to 4.25. The
supply here today is 13,000 head, the
total supply at the five principal markets beln 80.000 head, as compared
with 44,000 last Monday.

phone. No. 299.

CITY UNDERTAKER.

iU

$7.20 to 7.30

Residence

A. BORDERS,

i!

,

j,.

Summer Months Call for Constant Vigilance

Friday, the same stuff that brought
to
tlie firt of the week.
Some
tahs sold at $6.50 to- -

j

1

Per week

LOOK OUT FOR GERMS NOW

80,-50-

fur-nKu-

2

M, W. Ftournoy, Sec.

V-Pr- es.

-

MARKET

p

si

$iu uovn

-

General Agent for
New Mexico

C4FEoo
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All of the operators and dispatchers of twe've miles along the surveyed
on the Great Northern road, who re- - routeThe country is very rough
v
o
.
.
ani1 tne 1(iea of hauling
the
niained at their posts during the
uuititL &. ouiMt, Proprietors
cent strike, are to receive double pay. water every day would involve an
i
A
for their work in Aueust .This nr. enormous expense that the contrac- V
CATTLE AND SHEEP SALES
0
der includes operators and train dis- - tors do not care to risk for fear of
i losing
money on their contracts.
patcners of the entire system.
It
is not known w'nat will tie rlnnn nn Special Correspondence.
0
It is for the courts of Indiana to de- - this oortion of the cut-ofbut It is
Kansas City. Mo., Sept. 8. Followtermine the legal value of human certain that the contractors must at ing were some sales of Panhandle and
teeth. Charles Powell, of Kokomo, once determine some means of get-lo- New Mexico cattle at Kansas City
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
two teeth in a railroad accident on ting water. There are about 1,000 this week:
and
Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot
over-worFEE
accelerates
atid
the
the Pennsylvania line, and he has men at work on the new line at
Monday, September 4.
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.
suit against the company for ent. The main contract for the
Sowder & Popham, Miami. Texas. CO
Heart !
0
0
damages, $2,000 for each tooth, struction of the cut-of- f
j
Is held by the steers,, 791 pounds, $2.50.
,
i.amry-BnarR. Walsh,
is how it stimulates, and win- such
company,
This
Palodtiro,
construction
Texas,
57
James Kurn, the new superintendent wiine mis company naa sun-le- t
con- cows. 738 pounds, $2.27
60 nelfers.l
of the Rio Grande division, to suc- tracts
stimulation is dangerous.
to various other contracting 512 pounds, $2.40; 10 bulls, 930 pounds,
ceed I.. U. Morris, accompanied bv companies.
Over-wor- k
Superintendent Charles Russell, of
weakens and "runs down" a Heart,
I. E. Money .Canyon City, Texas, 371
Fne$t wmsMw
the New :Vx:o i!ivi. :on, arrived in
Ktiti pounds, $2.95; 30 calves,'
steers,
just
as
would
THE
it
a horse.
BEDBUG
SPECIAL
the city la::: evtning Mid were guests
240 nounds, $4; 10 heifers, 835 pounds,
of the Commercial club at its meeting
.
Wto8S,Brani!ie$,Etc,
A Heart that is "run down" continually ciies
$2.45.
last night.
UNION PACIFIC PLANS A WAR TO
O. A. Wellingham, Corona, N. M.,
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
m
m
for
more
coffee
nut
and
it
generally
gets
till
the
59 cows, 770 pounds, $2.50; 20 calves,
EXTERMINATE VERMIN.
Information has been received that
183 pounds, $5.
SAMPLE AND
abnormal condition results in He.n -l .lure or
George C. Millett. formerly chief on- Beatty & Huff, Canadian, Texas, 35
West
120
Rate wt.rs ond friendly Lptt'eg for
Railroad
F neer o." the El Paso & Nor'heamern
Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
n'rvou- prostration.
pounds, $2.50.
ojsieuj, nas Deen appointed general l:a!!;e au not the o.ily dffai s cf a cows, A.836 Vokley,
D.
77
Mendota.
Texas,
superirtendent and chief euineer of martial nature that are attracting at- Nature sets the pace at whu !i the Heart
'
puuikis, i.o; 44 cows,'
the Ohio River & Colu.i bus tai'way. tent ion of the otlicials of the Union!
pUUUUS,
3oJ
should
heat, just as the Government inspector sets
9..D.
with iieadtiuartets at Ripley, Ohio. Pacific railroad. They have diseove-c- d
Adair & W., Southard, Texas, 68
The circular appointing Air Millett to an evil that is not conducive to the
safty-valv- e
the
on a steam boiler at the highe.-- t pressure which
534 pounds, $2.25.
that position Is signed by D. Sullivan, peace of mind of their employes ,heife:s,
C. H. Slaven, Alanreed. Texas.
49 it can .afely carry.
vice president and general manager, aloilL' thp limw nf Oiu riui i.trhm,.
AND
LUMBER
former general manager of the North- larly those who are comoellel tu sleen "L1'.''''-- - 1 -' ''0,"ltls. $3.35; 42 cows,
SUKUMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDING
Always ln
PAPER
Tampering
"safety-valve
P"unJs.
with
the
is risky.
iu section house,
eastern.
and consti uction
Covers more, looks best, wears
m
m
- I'oyle. Alfalfa, Texas 13 cows.
camps. So the f,li,.t im ixum iVirtu
Plaster,
stock.
Lime,
Cement,
"Coffee-heart- "
longest, most economical, full
1
is tlii penalty for forcing, (with coffee), more
RAILWAY CLUB OFFICERS
heifers, 4S6
that this evil must be eradicated, and yij pounds, $2.35;
measure.
$2.10
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
24
v,o 1'ounus
yearlings.
512 work from
ELECTED AT ALAMOGORDO. prenarations tiavn l.on ma,i
Heart and Nerves than food supports them in doing.
road to carry on a war of cxtcrmina-- j pounds, $2. So.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
At a Railway club meeting Wedne-daTuesday,
September
5.
tion. No quarter will be given, no surAnd Coffee-hea- rt
now debars many people from getting life
It. Moody,
night new ctticers were elected renders, unconditional or otherwise,
Canadian Texas, 200
insurance an ominous f.ict worth pondering over
for thf tnstiing year, says the
will be accepted fiom the belliger- - steers, 1,153 pounds. $3.50.
1.. (5. lleiisley. Stratford, Texas, 5i
News.
Master Mechanic-Fre- ents. They are to be exterminated:
I'ostum cures ' 'Coilee-heart- "
calves, 151 pounds, $5; 31 cows, 834
L. Carson was elected president; completely.
and rebuilds Nerve tissue, while
pounds,
$2.5o.
Fred Hauu, vice president; E. Beaz-ley- ,
For the purpose of conducting this1
having
of
the
lich
flavor
fine
old
Government Java.
Wednesday, September 6.
Becittary; H. S. lladley, treas- war in an up to d;Ue fashion, and ex-A
C. BILICKE
JNO. S. MITCHELL
urer. Tom Fielding, Chris Paskesen tra train has been nut
Walker & Co., Maifa. Texas, 97
l'os-u15ecau.se
is made from the outer coats of Wheat, in
nn l.v thp
steers, !2i; pounds. $2.'.'o; 70 steers,
LOS ANCELES. CALIFORNIA
and Frank Simmons were elecu-- j railroad otlicials in the
'.2 iMinnds, $2.80; 3 cows, 720 pounds, which are located the Phosphate of Potash that feeds Hrain and
trustees. It is the ooinion of all that vinii-- . ii iiugni oe
CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
nist-clas- s
Master Mechanic Carson as club pres- battle train, but it is morea appropriSplendid Rastaurant
Reasonable Prices
Nerve
up
to
condition,
normal
so that they feel as good all day as
ident, will manage affairs so as to ately called "The bedbug Special."
T. I). Hunt, Hereford, T,exas,
35
GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION
(i.'.s pounds, $3.10; 51 cows, 873 coffee
make the coming year of the club a
steeis,
makes them feel for a few minutes in the day.
It consists of three cars and an er.-- i
N
Mexicans and ArlzonNns spending the summer on the
profitable one for all concerned.
gine, and is equipped with steam hose,' pounds, $2.50.
are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentle,
'1 hese outer coats do not
bcrei
Thursday,
September
7.
giveup their full contents of PhosIoisous, disinfectants and disinfecting
men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
ABOUT THE NARROW
Helton
Fanner, New Mexico, 53
appaiatus. It is to be sent out over
writing material free. Ladlee and children welcome.
as in postum.
n7 Mounds, $2.iio; 37 steers, phate of Potash, except by thorough boiling
GAUGE LINE. the lines of the road to exterminate steers,
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck.
Electric
excursion
and
;:. ixmnds. $2.ti"; 2 ttags, 1,135
bedbugs
"Coffee-heart,- "
and
other
wMch
vermin,
Dyspepsia,
disap-xeaand Nervousness, generally
beach care pass the door.
Frank J. Puck, the civil engineer In have ln some
r
pounds,
$2.25.
Instances taken possescharge of the survey for the projiosed
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
W. S. Thompson, Texas, 39 cows.
when "Postum" his displaced Coffee six weeks.
narrow- - gauge railroad from a jxiint on sion of section houses and construcMm
pounds. $2.10; 13 heifers,
G13
camps.
tions
Its
hailarrival
will
be
the Santa Fe near llomeio station, ed
A ten-da- y
trial will show marked improvement.
wita joy by tiie employes, who pounds, $2.25.
to the company's timber land, was in
SHEEP.
have
cump.
been
!ed
to
share
thc.r.
l.as Vcir.is yesterday from the
Following were some sa'i s of New
quarters with the vermin.
Mexico sheep and lambs at Kansas
A REASON."
0
City he past
ei k :
Attacked by a Moo.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
Tuesday, September 6.
and beaten, in a labor riot, until cov-- '
W
1. Mi llltyie. .Ni
'J2
Mexico,
0
ft P. HALL, Proprietor
ered with sores, a Chicago street car1 she
0
and yeariiims, iio pomids,
In.ii and I'.rtiss Castiiit-sOre, Coal ar.d Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
conductor applied liuckleti's Arnica
Wednesday, September 7.
I'till.
s.
Grade liars, liahhit .Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Salve, and was soon sound and well,
( Clark. Arizona. "4o lamb 71
0
liuildiiigs.
"I u.--e it in iny family," writes O. J. pounds
0
$
I'M
wethers,
Mo
Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find jiounds $5.40. '
ftoomlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Specialty
it perfect." Simply great for cuts and
side of railroad track.
J. A. niCKAKT.
Albuquerque, N. M.
0 Foundry
burns. On!y 25 cents at all druggist.
0
Live Stock Correspondent.
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THIS CITY AS

It Is coming to be more niul more realized daLy that
electricity Is the growing power of the present, and that
it will be the dominant power of the Immediate future.
The first power employed !y man was his own muscU
.
acting upon the levers supplied ly his own bony frame-workwith
itsc'.f
This power subsequently reinforced
artificial levers, beginning with a straight stick and
evolving the pulle y, with Us block and tackle.
Before the last had been readied and made perfect,
man discovered another force, which he at once utilized,
and has beon employing even to the present day. It was
the power of the. horse, and so genera, was its use and so
long has It continued that it has become the measure of
almost all olher forces, they being expressed In horse
powers, one horse power being the force necessary to lift
33,000 pounds one foot in one minute.
Subsequently for the production of power man learn-eto employ the forces of nature, such as currents of air
and the momentum of falling water; though the force of
minbeams and the momentum of the tiles, often experimented upon, have never been utilized. The expansion
of steam, however, has thus far been the most forceful
friend of man In the punluetion of power, supplemented
sometimes by the expansion or contraction of exploding
pases. So easily was steam produced and so docile was it
In management, that Its reign became almost universal;
and under its nid in the production of power, man has
achieved the sublimest realizations of his genius in the
conquest of nature and the manipulation of her products.
Hut the reign of steam seems to he doomed, except
In a subordinate position. Kiectrieity has Invaded the
mighty monarch's domain, ami year by year and even
.day by day, the newer and more occult force Is wresting
ast provinces from the empire of usefti ness which
steam had created for itself; and soon. Just as Sampson.
shorn or his locks and deprived of his eyes, was, set to
grind corn for his foes, so will stem. the dethroned
7.ar, find Its sole province in the production of elecy

tricity.

One of the greatest items of superiority in the new
force, is the ease with which it can be
conveyed to almost any desirable distance. Steam must
be generated where it Is to be used, the possibility of the;
conveyance of its power being confined to the limited use
of belting and pulleys. Kiectrieity, however, can be conveyed miles upon miles from where it is generated,
through the medium of a mere wire, the force at its destination being but insignificantly reduced from its initial
power. This is illustrated on a larrre scale in the city
of Buffalo, N. Y.. where the vast mechanical power employed Is derived from the electrical plant at Niagara
Falls .
Another point of superiority Is that steam c:in be produced alone by the generation of heat, which it si if is produced, in merchantable quantity, only by the combustion
of fuel. Hence, the price of fuel at th? po'nt where the
work la to be done, determines the pviee of steam. Consequently many valuable enterprises are e. topped because
of the high price of fuel, where such enterprises would be
located. But electricity can be generated, by water power
or by steam, and the generating plant can be located
where the water power Is or where fuel is cheap, and the
electrical force conveyed by wire to the place where the
work Is to be done, no matter how Inaccessible it may
be or how excessive the price of fuel at that particular
place.
The. Citizen has been led Into these reflections,
which It hopes will be of Interest to its readers, as the
result of a visit by this writer tp the plant of the Albu
querque
rower company, Biuiaieci aoout nit) reel
from the mills of the American Lumber company. From
this visit the writer became convinved of two facts, and a
conclusion of priceless Importance to Albuquerque. The
facts are that the Albuquerque Electric Power company
has the largest and most efficient plant In the territory,
with ample room and arrangements for more than doubling Its present capacity; and that It has an exhaustless
supply of very cheap fuel.
The trip to the plant was made In company with Mr.
J. B. Downey, superintendent for the Power company and
for the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light & Power company. And by the way, Mr. Downey Is from Denver, and
an electrician of experience and ability. . He has been
here alout ten weeks and has supervision over the plant
men employed by the companies.
and the thirty-thre- e
The service has been brought to a high degree of efficiency, and the plant, which had the minor frictions Inseparable from Its new Installment, is now In the smoothest and best working order. Mr. Downey assured the
writer that the plant is the very best that money could
buy.
The structure In which it Is housed is 100x100 feet.
The frame work Is structural steel on concrete foundations. The west end of the edifice is the boiler room,
occupied by six boilers of 173 horse power each.
The
water, before passing Into the boilers, is purified and
stored In a 37,000 gallon tank, where by the exhaust
steam it is raised almost to the boiling point. In the
engine room are two engines a Murray-Corlis- s
of
power, and a Hamilton-Corlispower.
of
The driving wheel of the first is 18 feet in diameter, that
of the second 14 feet. A three-plbelt. 48 Inches wide,
connects the first engine with a 500 kilowatt dynamo,
made by the National Electric company of Milwaukee. A
Imllar belt connects the second engine with a 250 kilowatt dynamo of the same make. The works begun to run
on the 28th of June, but it was not till August 17th that
the contractor. Mr. McDonald, turned them over to the
management of the company. The capacity of the plant
can be largely more than doubled by the mere purchast
of two more engines with their dynamos and converters,
the house being already prepared for them, and the company standing ready for its purchase, as soon as the
patronage received shall reach the capacity of the present plant. Mr. Downey assured The Citizen that a better
plant in quality cannot be found in the southwest.
On approaching the plant, attention Is first attracted
by a system of conveyors, worked by endless chains, and
aggregating 988 feet. These are for carrying the. f;n
automatically from the American Lumber company's
saw mills to the bins of the power plant. This fuel is the
waste from the manufacture of lumber, which has first
been passed through a crusher that reduces it to the best
alze for rapid consumption In the furnaces of the power
plant. The supply of this fuel Is practically exhaustless;
for besides being used In the furnaces for the saw mills,
for the box, sash anil door factory, and for the power
plant, besides being largely sold In town for kindling,
vast quantities of it are plied upon the grounds of the
lumber company, and other quantities are dally carried
by automatic conveyors to a consumer and there burned
merely to get it out of the way. And even of greater Im
portance, perhaps, is the fact that this fuel is remarkably cheap so cheap in fact, that the Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power company, supplied with Its
electricity by the power company are able to announce
a large reduction in price to residence patrons of the
olectrle light service. The price has been 20 cents per
kilowatt, with 10 per cent off if paid by the 10th of the
month. The new price will be 17 cents per kilowatt and
a reduction of 20 per cent for payment by the 10th of
each month. This will be a reduction of nearly
not produced by competition but by the cheapening of
the fuel used.
The power company has toum twenty two large establishments to which It supplies electricity for power,
such as flour mills, planing mills, factories, liht company, traction company, printing companies, and the like
It bal also forty patrons using power in smaller quant
and these are exclusive of fans run by electricity In
places of business.
Among patrons of the company Is the Presbyterian
or Hoss school, some distance from the city. The power
Is used for pumping water, ami the other day the management made an experiment. The result was that
gallons of water were pumped at a cost of 27 cents.
power-producin-
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GRAND PARADE

Here comes In the great. Importance of this power
WILL BE A FEATURE
company to Albuquerque nn Importance difficult to exupon
Its first
press In its reality and difficult to grasp
ANNUAL
announcement. Manufacturing nterprlses need no more OF THE TWENTY-FIFTHERE NEXT
FAl... TO OPEN
to pass this city by, because the high price of power renWEEK.
dered nugatory the advantages of location. Whether on
large or small scale any factoty can be placed on a paying basis here as far as chtnp power Is concerned.
Kor man; jears, in f.iet since
Another, and doubtless more important factor In Alentertainment
lirst
the vet'given by the New Mexico Terrl- buquerque's development, follows from the success of the
association,
bethe big
toiinl
power plant: The entire valley for miles above and
feature has always been consld- low the city may now be brought under cultivation and
ei ed the "n ados' display and
divided Into small farms. The underflow is abundant,
parudc."
and tills season will be
year;
every
not
the water is
though the river goes dry
4 no except i to that ride.
expensive to develop; the electricity can be conveyed to
Even thing is working nicely
each farm, and to the pump thereon, whatever lis locafor a Irene ndoiisly big parade on
Thursday of next week, and with
tion: and the expe nse of pumping will be scarcely more
Wingate soldiers, the
tiie
than nominal.
base ball clubs, the Indian school,
The inestimable boon of low priced power 'is what,
the, big railway shops, the two
in the estimation of The Citizen, the Albuquerque Elecfire departments, the several In- - 4
city
to
brought
to
this
company
the
and
has
tric Power
and many men harts all
clust.ies
valley and mesa lands lying in unproductive barrenness
appropriate floats,
In line mill
around it.
the parade promises to equal. If
not surpass, any parade held in
ears.
it 4 previous
The prii s are as follows: The
ENCHANTING, TORMENTING,
best float in trades' display, M; 4
Rest di eorated
second bi i. ".
vehicle, $113; second best.
ELUSIVE SUMMER GUL
f private
$15.
Best decorated float by se- Summcrville Journal
eret soch ty or lodge, $50; sec- ond best, $!5.
Colonel lior. adaile, the grand
marshal ot the parade, and P. K.
The summer girl is fair to see.
McCanna. .superintendent of this
She's just as sweet as she can be!
m departnnn:, submits
the follow
So airy, winsome, light and free.
4 Ing line of inarch:
Ignite irresistible is she,
4
The parade will form on North 4
As all who see her must agree.
on 4
4 Second sired, come south
4 Second to Tijeras; east on Ti- And is she bright and gay? Oil, gee:
4 jeras to lust; south on First to
No man will suffer from ennui
Railroad; west on Railroad to f
f
Fiilh; M.iith on Fiitli to Hold;
When she is by, I'll guarantee,
4 east on Gold to Second; noith on 4
Her ready wit. her bel esprit,
Second to Railroad west on Kail- - 4
Make her a charming vis a vis,
4
road to city park, where the par
pungee
In
In dainty must
or
4
4 radti will disband.
Slit's an attractive sight to see,
4
It will bo seen that the parade 4
And I 'would sing a jubilee,
Ilailroad avenue
4 will traverse
If she would only smile on run.
4 twice, lints affording people on
4 this thon Mutilate an opportunity 4
4 to fully Me the lug procession, 4
Yet to her heart, who has the key?
4 and tortn some idea of its im- - 4
What use Is it to bow the knee
4" menslty.
4
plain
her,
when
see
Before
to
it's
She's minded to continue free?
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Underwear

7

P()Vlil POINT

A

virtually at the rate of

Is

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

THE

last thing in the World a Man Should think of buying i3
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not

mnnv PTPfllnt. linps "Plporfirt T.inprf
Natural Wool, Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ 1 .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling. It's
the best valu in the land lor the money. Ask to see what interests
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men's Underwear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Wpolen Underwear Co.
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
0

0

OUR

;

SOME

LITTLE WONDER
FROM

IACTS

DfNVErt REPUBLICAN

Norway's shipping is exceeded
Kngand's Germany's and France's.

in

tonnage only by

A bar rot of salt is product d in the United States each
year for every four inhabitants.

can be heard at a
A gramaphone which, it is
distance of three miles. Is a late invention.
Tennis was played in London in the sixteenth
lu covered courts erected for the purpose.
There are more than lS.ntn) public lamps in Liverpool,
of which costs $25.000 a year.

the maintenance

Iu the churchyard of Grlmston, Norfolk, an anvil may
at the head of the grave of a local blacksmith.

be seen

Automobile'street

LOOK

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; GreM
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
H AHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 4&

AD10S! SMITHY,
THE

St

sweeping maelijnes are to be added
outfit for the fight against

to New Orleans' municipal
yellow fever.

The city of Phorzheim, Grand Duchy of Kaden, which
recently negotiated a loan of $l,flG6,0j0 to be used for
public Improvements, is going to erect an tdectric power
station, estimated to cost about $190,000.
recent report shows that in the year 1904 only six
passengers were killed by accidents on railways In the
United Kingdom, and that 5H4 were Injured. The danger
In railway travel In Great lirltain appears to be reduced
to about the lowest possible minimum.
A

Ohio State University will soon have a woman's
building. It will be planned and arranged by three women architects
Miss Kenyon Hayden, Miss Florence Hite
and Miss Mary McMahon. The building will be of the old
English architecture In the Tudor style.
A passenger train in England was stopped the other
day by the operation of the emergency brake, the "communication cord" having been pulled by a woman passenger who. In looking out. of the window had lost her set
of false teeth and wanted to go hack and find them.

It has been shown that email crystals, having the lustre, hardness, gravity and index of refraction of diamonds
can be obtained by heating in the electric arc pulverized
carbon on a spiral of Iron wire, the heating taken place
In hydrogen and under great pressure
3.100

PRIMER

"Smithy." : distinini'.shed typo who
has resitted m tins cny mr me past
few months as tne h Miored guest oi
the other printers, bit last night for
Colorado Springs, Coo., where he will
enter the printer..' home there. Several months: ago, while counting the
stars from o:i. of the upstairs windows of The Citizen office. Smithy"
saw one of the stars breaking loose
from the firmament,, and perceiving
that it might do damage to the earth
made a break for the stairway so as
to give U'arm to City Marshal Mc.Mil-lin- .
The p'sult was disastrous to
"Smithy," for he fell down the steps
and the next morning showed up at
this ollice in a dilapidated condition.
One of his hands was swollen to twice
its normal size and the shoulder wa,s
knocked out of joint. He first attempted to make his printer friends
believe that some heartless brakeman
had kicked him from the top of a box
car on a moving train, but finally admitted that ad hiB troubles and sufferings came frotn a headlong dash down
the east shlw stairway of The Citizen office. With all his faults, "Smithy" is a good printer, but the typos
of this city hope he will remain indefinitely at the Home and become identified with the farming department of
that wonderful Institution.
"Smoky" still remains.
THE MAZE.
Cardigan Jackets, 7ac to $1.3o
Men's Sweaters, BOc to
$2
Hoy's Sweaters
too
Men's Coarse Wool Socks, 2 pair.. 2.1c
Men's Cashmere Socks
2."c
oc
Men's Coarse Cotton Socks
Men's light weight, nicely finished '
2,"c
socks, 3 pair for'
3 pairs of Men's Canvas Gloves. .. .25c
Two pairs of Men's Canvass Gauntlet Gloves
.25c
A nice assortment of Boys' Hats,
'
from 25c to
$1
Hoys'
black and white stripe
Shirts
25c
T5c
President Suspenders
.Men's Silk web Arm Hands
10c
Men's iloston Garters
25c
Fish brand of Yellow Slickers. .. $2.85
Hoys' fall style Caps, 15c and.... 25c
Men's fall style Caps
25c
Man's shop Caps, 6c to
25c
Hod Comforters, 95c to
$4
Hed Hlankets, 60c to
$12
Hed Sheets, BOc to
90c
Pillow Slips, 15c and
20c
- yard
wide Floor Oilcloth
45c
- yard
wide Linoleum
$1.25
Tacks, in bulk, per lb
15c
We carry one of the best assortments of whips to be found in
town; prices range from 10c to $1
Ready mixed Paint, per gallon. .$1.40
A fine lot of paint bruBhes, Be to $1.50
wide Floor Oil Cloth
3c
wide Floor Oil Cloth
45c
Fish Glue, per lb
30c
Alarm Clocks
7oc
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.

We
Offer to supply you with anything

YOU ARE OUT

In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

IX THIS COUNTRY FOR YOUR HEALTH PERHAPS. AND DON'T
NEED MCCH MEDICINE, HUT WHAT YOU DO USB SHOULD BE
THE REST OF ITS KIND.
"BEST" IS OUR HORRY, REST ASSORTMENT, BEST GOODS.

Special Prices
On the Following
$12

Refrigerators

$2.75 Blue Flame Oil S'.oves
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

BEST SERVICE, REST PRICES.

$9
$6.75
$6
25c A
at 20

.......

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
PROPRIETORS ALVA RA DO PHARMACY
FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.
BOTH TELEPHONES

C000C9C000

25c
20c
.$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

,.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
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Outlook at Cloudcroft.
Everyone Is now anxiously awaiting the lively time's
expected in Cloudcroft this fall and winter. Some of the
cottagers announce that they will remain until the last
of October In order to receive the full benefit of our cool
climate, if the town Is to be really progressive next year
everyone interested should unite to make it so. Souvenir
stationery and Illustrated articles and write tips of the
town should be circulated as extensively as possible. We
have the finest climate on earth, we are promised a normal of Texas teachers next year.
Otero county will
hold Its next institute here, an outomobib; line next year
is assured, a so an addition to the Iodge. and a large
fish lake Si.cr Lining.
Opera House Next.
It Is reported on the streets today that the 'Women's
improvement Association" intend to take up the matter
of building an up to date opera house. This matter can
not be pushed too energetically.
The association has some of the finest lots In the
town and very suitable for such building.
Of course different means will have to be used i.o
raise the necessary money, hut this ought not to be
very dilllcult proposition. Las Truces Citizen.

Got Off Cheap.
He may well think, he has got off
cheap, who, after having contracted
constipaMon or indigestion is still able

We give on our laundry work? Try It and see how durable It la.
Notice how long it keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

imperial
Laundry Co.
RED WAGONS "

AVE.

o. w.

0
0
0

STRONG'S SONS

8UPERINT
FAIRVIEW

AND

ins ottu e.
Band Visited Santa Rosa.
See
window display of the Itlo
The Santa Hosa people are patriotic and are to be GrandetheWoolen
Mills
the Globe
congratulated upon their good judgment in employing store, then ask for thoseat $:t.50
walk-

becau0

,0

THE
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Bargains in unredeemed diamonds.

NDENTS
SANTA

PAWN

BROKER

THE MAN YOU CAN TRUST

ho lu

The largest pawnbroker's

n A a p a;tmi ir
D
V.1WC
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NEAT TO ST. ELMO
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BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES
MONUMENTS.

4i'

'Phones.
North Second Street.
Both

201-21-

1

T

Large New Stock Just In. Everybody
Welcome to look through our large
l
tnree floor repository.
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and Coffee Co.
West Silver Ave..
Sftk

Complete

e

Teas, Coffees, extracts
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BUTTKR and EGGt

We handle our own lnands
of Butter a,nd can guarantee the freshness and good
our highest
All
quality.
grade of giHuls hear our own
label and are guaranteed by

r.
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Pleasure is yours when you have one
of our high grade
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

Spices and Baking Powders.

social und musical will ho given
VANN, O. D.
S.
the Woman's Guild of St. John's
Eyesight Specialist.
Kptscopal church in the Guild hall on
New Mexico Board ot
Thursday evening, September 14, at President of Optometry.
S o'clock.
Ice cream and cake wi.i e
First established optician In New
served. AH cordially Invited. Admis- Mexico.
Glasses fitted for poor sight,
sion 25 cents.
headache and nervous strain.
Ollice Room 9, Whiting block. ApDr. (inn (1. llebber left on a business
made at Vaun's drug
trip for Gallup. During his absence. pointments
Dr. W. K. Hauer will be In charge of store.
A

by

V

in the southwest.
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m6FIELD

fTRONO BLOCK

UNDERTAKERS
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THE PEOPLE

2

to perfectly restore his health. Nothing will tlo this but Dr. King's New-Lifus.
Pills. A quick, pleasant and cer- '2
Colo. Phono Black 7B
tain cure for headache, constipation,
2'jc
etc.,
at ad druggists; guaranteed.
OOCCOC)OOCXXOOOCOCOOOCOOC
See the window display of the It it)
Grande Woolen
Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 wa.k-InFkirts.
-
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
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SELECTIONS MADE FROM
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Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Men's

2-

YARD

American Block coal, the best Gallny
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard coal

llUJUHMrMMt

Ah, me!

COAL

la chock full of coal that will gladda
your heart and warm your bona
when Its cold. Fill your bins ft
next winter now and avoid the rath.
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KORBER & CO

oooooooo
TRIMMING

RE- -

V

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to

A

HORSESHOEING

0

VJ"
F.rst Street and Tijera.

ft

CARRIAGE

YAu(vOS7X

Cor.

m

CARRIAGE

AND

PAINTING

0

ALBI

Road

FURNITURE
CROCKERY
ANO

SAMONdBAT

Iron Beds, Stove and Ranges, Art
Squares, etc.. Everything Needed
about the house. Agent for Char.
ter Oak Steel Ranges.

MoYin'
Stiippin'
Dray in'
the Alamogordo hand for their Labor day Jubilee. The ing skirts.
BORRADAILE & CO.,
hand went to Santa Hosa Sunday night and remained two
117 Gold Ave.
up.
WANTED.
Lump
Will
Not
FREIGHTS
days, and now the fame of Alamogordos matchless band
eackt,
good
Large
grain
price.
of first class musicians has gone abroad Alamogordo
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
You have us once, you'll
News.
620 South Second street.
Prices right;
call again.
gougln'.
no
WHOLESALE LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
there
ain't
display
of the Rio
See the window
Irrigation by Well.
Mills at the Globe
Grande
Woolen
The usual irrigation well of that section (California) store, then at-- for those $:...ri0 wa
DEALERS
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
is twelve inches in diameter, and is sunk to a depth of
skirts
Exclusive AreDU for Yellowsioci
from 200 to 400 feet. When the water bearing stratum
New Hotel and Rooming House.
and O. V. C. Whiskies, Meet & Chandon While Seal Clutunpagne, St. Louis A
is reached, the water rises, however, to within about
Open September 11. at 821 South
H. C. Bohemian and Jos. Sehliu Milwaukee iloltled Beers, and owners and
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
forty feet of the surface, at about which point the pump
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell distributors of the Aivarado Whiskey. Wriie lor our ill Uhl rated catalogue and
Your patronage solicitis placed, the well being enlarged to about sevent feet Third street.
.
Vt.
Salesroom 111 South F'rt S'rffi,
Automatic TelephoD
ed. Special rate to regular boarders. phone black 2G5-2All home cooking. price list.
square down to this depth. Doming Graphic.
lbujuvi,o.'t.c ."t Mexico.
Kresh goods every day.
Mrs. U. Green, proprietor.
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near the "trail," In the exposition
grounds, they got out their
and enjoyed a dance in celebration of
THE CELEBRATED
safe arrival. Then the big chiefs
WITH FAIR COLORS their
began looking aliout for a dog. After
some difficulty a small cur was capSTOU - MONEY
WOOL
METAL
tured and turned over to the Igor-rotewho slaughtered the animal In
Scott Knight and Large Force (he presence
of a Ia:ge crowd, cut the
carcass up and boiled it in the big
Spelter.
of Men Busy All Day
pot. Near by another pot containing
St. Iouis, Mo., Sept. 13. Spelter.
rice was sizzling over the fire, and strong, $j.T5S 6.
Decorating.
when the meal was ready large hunks
Lead and Copper.
of dog and bountiful bunches of rice
Bottled in Pond.
New York, Sept. 13. Iead, quiet,
were served to each Iuorrote man.
4.9O;
copper,
easy,
I4.S50
$15.0u'u
JEFFRIES IN ROUTE TO CITY Tho DPton wAtiion In tho nartv rcra
not petniitted to eat of the dog, as'15-"0- '
the Igorrotes do not consider their
St. Louis Wool Market.
women sufficiently brave to partake
Dlstilleis,
Railroad avenue from Fifth street of
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 13. Wool mar
Ai
Qxxtn Quality " Shaet the
men
The
morsel.
eat
favorite
that
VS.
to First ptreit, Is ablaze with the fair
ket steady; territory and western we- FRANKFORT,
KY.
H
comes on the tvord
'
empfiisls
colors, cardinal, green nnd cream. All
k
day today Scott Knight and a large brave
"Queen Quality" fit,
"FIT."
force of men have been at woik
Igorrotes will dance and eat
the foot others do sometime
jt?'
Closing Stock Quotations.
ME LIN I & EAKIN
stringing colors on every guide wire doTheevery
from now until the
New
Sept. 13. Atchison,
York,
to the main trolley wire of the Trac- close of theday
savages
exposition.
Agents.
The
;
Sole
80',&;
New
preferred, l4-York
tion comimny's line on Railroad ave- in this party are not the ones who
Pennsylvania. 143;
Central, 148U;
Albuquerque, N. M.
nue, biiiI the effect is simply magnifi- were
excepIxmls,
St.
at
with
throe
Southern Pacific, C7; Union Pacific,
is
cent. Til is system of decora-tinAutomatic Phono, 193,
One
contlntions.
St.
the
of
Louis
)6; Amalgamated
131; preferred,
unique In the extreme, and the down
no
no
nurrpre.er,
iiero,
fl
s.m
is
Copper, 8U4 ; United States Steel,
town districts of the city resemble
w mmiwrmmmmamvm.
iair ngosn. Aniaero went 3u-' -' preferred 103
scenes nt the World's fair at St. spcahs
O&f H
people last fall and told
to
back
Some Special Stvl
his
OCOOCXDCXDOOCOOC)CCOOOOOOOO
ixniis.
wonderful tales of America, and
Chicago Live Stock,
'
The merchants have also begun to them
t.'
n
' 1.
' L'. I I. 1.
Chicago, Sept. 13. Cattle Receipts,
Jt mvanii
decorate, and befoie sunrise Monday he was delighted to return.
13,oi)0;
market 10c lower; beeves,
morning Albuquerque will present a
$3.7u6.4(); cows and heifers, $l.75ir
gala appearance.
No s'one will be WOMAN'S GUILD TO GIVE
J2.50(y
4.5o; stockers and feeders,
,
left tinturnrd to make the coming fair
FINE MUSICAL PROGRAM 4.30; Texans, $3.5(3 4.50; westerns,
Boarding Horses a Specialty
the biggest and best ever held. Ev$3.504.G5.
erything possible is being done to
t
Sheep Receipts,
10c OOOOOOC OOOOOOCXDOOCXDOOOCO
The following program will be renaccommodate the large crowds that
sheep. $3,001; 5; lambs, $1.40
are sure to be here, and tfiat all vis- dered by the Woman's Guild of St. lower;
itors to tho city next week will be .John's Kplscopal church, Thursday, 7.60.
M. DRAGOIE
.
and shown the September 14:
royally entertained
Provisions.
Selection
Dealers In
best time of their lives, goes without Mandolin Club
Chicago, Sept. 13. Closing prices:
Solo "Nothing Hut a Rose"......
Baying.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
September, S2c; December,
Wheat
Mrs. Myra Sudler S27kc.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
Jeffries Has Left San Francisco.
T.egundo
James J. .Jeffries, who will umpire Indies' Quartette
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
52,,i1c; December,
September,
Corn
Mesduines Harrisons Decker,
the base ball games during the tour300 North Broadway. Corner of WashHubbs and Lyon
nament, has leit San Francisco for
Oats September, 26'ic; December, ington Avenue. ALBUQl'KHUE.N. M.
Selected 27c.
Albuquerque, and is due to arrive here Solo
received
Cremer
Greer
Miss
President
Saturday.
Pork September, $15.124; October,
a telegiam from .U (Tries' manager last Piano Solo Andante and Rondo
$14.00.
figiiter
Mendelssohn
stating
Capriccioso
noted
night,
that the
American cooking; also all MexiLard September, $7.35; October,
Miss Lillian Hesselden
had left for this city, together with a
$7.40.
can dishes a specialty. Short orders.
been
Dawn"
have
Quarters
the
Quartette
"Until
Male
party of friends.
October, Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
Ribs Soptetmber, $8.45;
J. A. Park $8.52.
reserved at the Alvarado for him,
courevery
south of court house.
Nettleton,
will
be extended
Messrs. Harrison,
and he
If the word " Satisfaction " can ever be applied to shoes,
Tryner and Lyon
tesy.
NICK FRANCO.
MANY
CAST
TODAY
VOTES
Albuin
a
stranger
Solo Irish Lullaby
Jeffries is not
it is to " Queen Quality." "Queen Quality" Shoes give you
querque, as ho is well known among
Alicia Adelaide Needham
IN CONTEST FOR QUEEN
TO DINE VfELL
WHERE
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
one
No
here.
fraternity
Mrs. A. G. Harrison
the spoiting
of all the virtues.
SANTA
RESTAURANT
Selection POPULAR ALBUQUERQUE YOUNG
that comes to the lair can afford to Mandolin Club
seeing
MEALS
the
AT
HOURS.
Quick
ALL
miss this opportunity of
LADY TAKES LEAD WITH 400 time, good service,
greatest prize fighter in the world um- SCHOOLS WILL CLOSE TWO
leasonable
VOTES
OTHERS ALSO GET prices. The nearest at
games
place In Albuball
or
pire two
three base
MANY MORE BALLOTS.
a transfusion of excellencies
WEEK
querque
FAIR
to
DAYS
DURING
Santa
Open
depot.
Fe
each the better for the other, and you
a day.
Indians on the Way.
find them all in Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
The contest for queen of the fair is day and night. Bar in connection.
great
LYNN.
white
HAVFN
John Wetherill, the
and BLUE
WILL BE GIVEN OPPOR- now on in earnest and up to noon to- POINT OYSTKRS inBAY.
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
any style. First
chief, yesterday left the interior of PUPILS
IN SIGHTS ON day the number of votes cast for each
TO
TUNITY
TAKE
accompanied
de-- l
avenue,
street
reservation,
opposite
Silver
and
the Navajo
any
on
candidate
cast
exceeded
those
FRIDAY.
NEXT THURSDAY AND
by a paity of Navajo bucks, who will
We Ask the pleasure of demonstrating this.
previous day. The way the voting IMit. Meal tickets, 21 meals for ?5.
form the "chief feature of the Indian
Superintendent J. E. Clark, of the stands now it might be considered
will
The
Indians
exhibit at tho fair.
M. Gussaroff, the wholesale and
We have the sole right of side.
city schools has announced that the anybody's race and it is expected that
reach Albuquerque about Saturday schools will be cloned on next Thurs- the voting up to thu iat will lie so
cigar manufacturer at 115 West
before,
been
stated
night. As has
day and Friday in order to give the close that the final outcomu will Railroad avenue, will open a branch
these Indians are from the interior of pupils an opportunity to take in the bring some .surprises.
store at 107 South Second street, and
DRY
what
know
not
do
the reservation and
Miss Edna Gibson, daughter of Sup- will have one of the largest stocks
sights at the fair. As the children
airA
is,
a
or
fiiearm
a railroad train
bp given two holidays in order erintendent E. J: Gibson, of the Win-slo- of high grade cignrs, smoking and
will
have seen but few white men. They that they may enjoy the fair. Prof.
division of the
Fe, and one chewing tobacco in New Mexico.
are strictly wild, and their perform- Clark asks the parents to sec that the of the most popularSanta
young ladies in
exhibitions
greatest
ances will be the
children are sent to school every day this city, has taken the lead in the
of the ancient tribal customs of tho during the first part of the week, as contest with 400 votes. It was rumorsouthwest.
in
seen
the
ever
red men
It will be unnecessary to keep them ed on the streets today that the railMany Entries for Bicycle Races.
of school all week and let them road boys were going to pool their
Harry 11. Mitchener, superintendent out
votes on Miss Gibson, which will
get far behind in their work.
refair,
races
tho
at
of the bicycle
of
The enrollment
the public mean that she will be one of the most
ports that, there have been many en- schools
to date is 1.400, an Increase prominent candidates In the voting
tries for the races, and a most inter- - of 4' m pupils
over any previous year from- - now on.
will
n;omlsed.
There
estine card is
Mrs. Solomon Luna, of Ixis Lunas,
In the history of the city schools.
bicycle
card
events
in the
lie three
Is a very gratifying increase and today requested The Citizen to withThis
as follows:
Albuquerque draw her name from tho list, which
Two mile "handicap, for a puise of shows that the people of
has been .done. .There have been sevtSO: a one mile open, paced by tan are taking more interest In the pubilo
growcity
eral
withdrawals n the past two days
schools
and
the
is
that
also
one
and
a
purse,
a
and
for a moment What would be the use
$30
dem, for
The saving of time- meant comfort.
ing,
and as the list grows smaller, the voti
one-hal- f
Inviting you to our store If we did
mile free for all, in which
of
The
mean
saving
ease.
of
The
labor
ing
has become more brisk, and benot
have the right
the first prize is a $t!0 Cleveland bi
It
money
saving
fore
mean economy. All
of
closes the contest is expected
HERE'S A TOUGH ONE
cycle, donated by F. S. Hopping.
to
become
exceedingly
Interesting.
savings
can
these
best
be
by
attained
Ball
Montezuma
Tickets..
The result of the voting to date as
Installing a
Tickets for the Montezuma ball Fri A BISCUIT THAT WEIGHS SEV- shown
by the count of the ballots up
day night of fair week at the Alvarado,
ENTY
POUNDS AND IS MADE to noon today Is as follows:
were placed on sale today at the fol
OF RUBBER AN INTERESTING Miss
Edna Gibson
400
lowing places: The Alvarado hotel,
OBJECT AT THE LEWIS AND Mrs. Mabel
Stevens-Himo208
.T. H. OKiellv
and company, W. Y.
CLARK FAIR.
Miss
Jessie Ufeld, Las Vegas
250
Walton, U. liuune, O. A. Matson and
Miss Sue Dobson
255
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
company. Tbey are selling very rap
Portland, Sept. 13. In the man- Miss
Virginia
one visit under such, circumstances
Finch
243
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
idly.
better than
ufactures building at the Lewis and Miss Lillian Spitz
218
would be enough. But we want you
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
Clark exixisltlon is a biscuit of mar- Miss
Mildred Fox
211
as a constant caller, eo we make aure
line.
velous toughness, tougher than the
CAUGHT IN FLYING BELT
biscuits described In the funnty papSHORT
In
PARAGRAPHS.
ers, and a thousand times as large
AND SERIOUSLY INJURED
and heavy. This biscuit is of rubber
A called meeting of the city council
Old etovea taken at a fair valuation.
it weighs seventy pounds, it Is at the oliice of the city clerk, this evWALTER YORK, EMPLOYED IN and
worth about $100.
ening.
THE McBRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Gold Ave.
PLANING MILL AT AMERICAN
The big biscuit is of Para rubber,
A Mexican orchestra of four pieces
LUMBER COMPANY PLANT HAS the most valuable kind, and was made
NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH by natives in the jungles of South from Chihuahua, Mexico, at the Catonight.
America, 3,ooo miles from the mouth sino
Mrs. W. H. Saunders, a well known
Walter York, employed in the plan- of the Amazon
river. Para rubber,
that you can find ' no fault with
ing mill at the plant of the American named for Para, a town near the mouth lady of Isieta, is here today visiting
prices you cannot criticise.
errrnfAr
Lumber company, became tang.ed in of the Amazon, oiiginally was gath- relatives and friends.
a flying belt while at work this morn ered near that place, but the ravages
J. B. Rutherford, the life insurance
ing. The result is that he is lying at of the rubber gatherers destroyed the agent, who was at Santa Fe yesterday
St. Joseph's hospital suffering from a industry, and no.w rubber trees grow on business, returned to the city last
camplete fracture of both bones in only in the far inland valleys. Under night.
Railroad Avenue
the right leg just above the ankle and scientific methods now in vogue, the
Yanow, the pawnbroker, has moved
injuries.
minor
other
limit of rubber taken from each tree from his quartois In the Barnett
At the time of the accident York Is about three pounds.
building on Second street, to the "SynThe rubber, as it comes from the dicate" building on Railroad
was in the act of removing a belt
avenue.
was
tree, is about as thick as molasses.
from one of the fly wheels. He
Because all our oysMaloy,
"Ted"
sowho
has
been
using his foot to shove the belt off the The natives coagulate It In smoke, journing the past
are shipped direct
ters
two
MexIn
months
as
the center. The big icowheel, when hia foot became entan- using a stick
SOUTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC & CONSTRUCTION
and Kl Paso, Texas, has returnod
from the best beds ou
CO.
gled in the rapidly moving belt with biscuit now at the Lewis and Clark to the
city.
reports having enjoycoaat,
Atlantic
the
the above result. That he was not exposition was made that way. Rub ed his outing He
very
much.
ber from South Africa is not so valua
instantly killed seems a miracle.
direct to ua In AmerN. H. Andrews, the Jeweler and staDr. M. K. Wylder was at once sum- ble. King Loojiold of Belgium now tionery
Oyster Carriers.
ican
Helen,
dealer
at
output.
In
has quit tlje
the olfl days
moned and he administered tempor- controls the
Under this patent
and has returned to this city.
ary relief to the injured man. He was the natives used to coagulate the rub town
dlsiHjst'd of his stationery stock
method, no Ice or
afterwards removed to St. Joseph's ber about a rock, aud sell It by weight He George Hoffman,
the village barber.
water comes la conhospital iu O. W. Strong's Sons ambu- rock and all, but this piactloe has to
been stopped. The only rubber pro Mr. Andrews will probably go in busilance.
tact
with the oysters,
ness
here.
comes
Dr. Wylder says that lioth bones in duced in Uncle Sam's domain
no
chemical preand
George K. Neher, who has had a
the southern islands of the Phil
Of Kvery Description
the leg are broken and that It will be from
servative is ever used.
mint of fun at the Portland exposimany weeks before York Is able to be ippine group.
tion, writes that ho will return home
Tho
inner recepabout.
In a few days, and in consequence the
Agents for the
HOPEWELL SAYS HAGAN
tacles holding the oysIxiys at the White Elephant are clean
Dynamos and Motors
ters are kept surNEW POSITION FOR A J. KING
COAL DOES NOT SLACK ing up, preparatory to the coming of
rounded by Ice and
the big boss.
tore and Residence Wirare sealed, making It
BECOMES SALES AGENT FOR THE ON THE OTHER HAND IT TOOK
Delegate Andrews notifies this ofing a Specialty. All Work
DAWSON FUEL COMPANY.
Impossible for the oysTHE PRIZE AT THE WORLD'S fice, through his private secretary.
(iimratiteed.
. A. liayer.
FAIR FOR BEING BEST BITUMthat Lewis R. Godden,
ter receptacle to be
It is announced upon good author
nas iieenappoiuted postmaster at AdINOUS COAL.
It
opened
until
reaches
ity that A. J. King, general manager
en, Dona Ana county, and John W.
Agents for the Celebrated
ua hence "Sealshlpt."
of the Alamogordo Improvement comColonel W. S. Hopewell, general Coleman postmaster at Tolar, Roose- "GYROFANS"
pany, has accepted the position of manager of the New Mexico t uel and veu county.
sales agent for the Dawson Fuel com- Iron company, takes exceptions to the
in Kurojiean
See
them
New
The
says:
Mexican
George
F.
pany, now the property of the ami lo in Tin- Citizen ot last evening Albright,
FOUR REASONS Why you should use no other oysters.
'
Ifotel
Kestiturant
assessor
of
connliernaliLo
I'helps Dodge company, with head- in which it was staled that the large
FIRST The oyster goes direct from the shell to the carrier.
was an arrival from the Duke City
quarters in Kl l'ao. Mr. King has lump of coa. thai is to lie exhibited ty,
SECOND
The carrier comes direct to us, with no mixture of
yesterday.
Mr.
Albright,
an
who
is
MEMBER
already entered upon the duties of at tile, fair must necessarily be kept
ice, water, or pn ervative.
ellieieut official, will represent the in- his new position, but for the time be- - out of u.e rain or it would
We eivp Tiekets tor tin- - I'inini f'oMi t
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
They
terests
of
you
to
IternaliKo
by
county
our
direct
drivers,
are
or
delivered
THIRD
appeal
in
at
lug Do will retain supervision of the
The reputation of th-- coal mined in
our market, with all their natural flavor retained.
Alamogordo Improvement company the Hagan fields Is just the other cases before the territorial board of
CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION
FOURTH You're always safe in buying oysters from us because
untii C. II. Eddy returns from New way. The exhibits of coal of the New equalization.
'
York, which will be about November Mexico Fuel and Iron company at the CROWNED WITH AGE
handle Sealshlpt oysters ou'y. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
1.
oyster to come into our shore.
World's fair at St. Louis, were award-AND WITH HONOR.
Mr. ami Mrs. King will continue to
: a diploma and medal for being tho
When you want oysters, come to headquarters, to a store that
Washington, I). C, Sept.
;,..
reside in Alamogordo.
makes a specialty of them.
speciments of bituminous coal at eral lwreiice l'ike (Irahani, fnited
the fair. The value of this coal is due States Army, retired, died last niwht.
POOR FIDO PERISHED
lo its hiyh percentage of fixed car-- I He was an officer in the eelH, rated
on. and low percentage of sulphur Second dragoons, and serve. I in the;
ash
and "nols'iiro.
Seminole wars of Kloilda, the Mexii
M
runiLSNU r Am
iwnnuita
Fr nil this it car. be teen that
can war and the Civil war.
Room IS, N. 1. Armijo Building.
CAUGHT, KILLED AND ATE A
withi-tarravages
coa!
can
of
thu
DOG BEFORE THEY HAD SPENT t
elei.-Ir.dt
nts
fiirtelj .
And He Likes Socorro.
2('4 West U.tii oud Ave.
TWENTY-FOUMail Order Solicited.
HOURS INTHEIR
K, A. linike of tho Socorro
Do you realize that you can (Jet
NATIVE VILLAGE.
Lnief'ain, lias returned from mi east-e- :
Schiwing's
Best
are not ex
IStaSBM
MODERN Telephone Service today for
n visit to hU Socorro home.
Portland, Sept. 13.
Tw.ntyfive
he is triad. Note the follow-InIgorrotes, from the wlds f.ravaant ; quite the contrary.
what
you are paying for inferior
from his paper: "The editor is
f Luzon, partook of a
of the
ocoooooococooooooooooooc
Lome again. A l.rief hojourn on the
dog supper thi' first day utie.- their Teas and coffees good-enougservice.
.. . .
or
- flavoring ex. prairies of Iowa and the city on the n
arrival at the Lewis and Clark expo- baking-powd- '
4J. r. CL II,
hanka of the Kaw convinced him
sition last week. The savaces were
The real cleaner and dyer. La- - ( FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INThe only Long
Transhungry lor dog, having been traveling tracts and spices pure and besl more firmly than ever that New Mexand gentlemen a fine
dies
JURED.
ico is the fairest land on earth and
by Jand aud water for nearly
mitters
Receivers;
and
two
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
Wall
or
Prompt bervlce Day or Night.
that Socorro Is verily the Gem Ctiy
months, without the opportunity of and yet economical; soda
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-driDesk Sets; Long time contracts as
thereof."
cooking aud eating a tingle Fldo.
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
you wish; Lowest rates.
When they arrived at their village
Colo,
Free concert at the Casino toulght.
rbone, 76
Automatic. 147.
ooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

STREETS ARE ADLAZE
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MARKETS

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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$3.00

ft

HIGHLAND LIVERY
STABLE

35.00O;-marke-

43-c- .

Homo Restaurant

Satisfying Shoes

rE

Fit

Reputation

Styie

j

re-ta-

9L0SM

RULE

GOODS

CO.

,

Time, Labor
and Money
-

iSr

Floor Coverings

PENINSULAR RANGE

e

Prices

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

SEALSHIPT, WHY?

Stop and Think

Ms

Carpets and Rugs

Albcft Fabci", 305

Electrical

Ptimpiog

Plants

Crocker-Wheel-

-

--

j

216 S. SECOND ST.

e

The Colorado

Telephone

Company.

Ha-g.-

y

head-huntiii-

?

h;

"AMBULANCE"

Iii.-t.in- ce
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ENGINEERING PROJECT TO GIVE

GIGANTIC

ANNUAL TERRITORIAL

WATER SUPPLY

LOS ANGELES GREATER

13. To tap
SCENE ALONG OWEN'S RIVER.
In
United
watershed
the
highest
the
States and bring water for domestic
and Irrigating purposes a distance of
240 miles Is the bold plan which the
city of IOS Angeles proposes to undertake.
who have
Competent engineers,
spent months In making Burreys and
figuring the cost state that for
Los Angeles can pertect a
water system capable of supplying a
city of 2,000,000 Inhabitants; of watering all irrigable land from the mountains to the sea, contiguous to this
city.
Fred Eaton has secured
options on ntarly all water rights In
the Owens Hiver valley, In the heart
of the Siena Nevada mountains, 240
miles north and cant of Los Angeles,
In the. state of California, and has ofm
fered to sell to the city this water.
pergreat
a
In doing this he bas made
sonal sacrifice, for while In New York
some months ago he had an opportunity to sell these rights to power com.
panies and realize several millions of
tiansactlon.
dollars from the
Estimates of the amount of water
which will tlow Into Los Angeles' resFRED EATON.
ervoirs vary from is.nno Inches, In the
rivers, with enough
and
creeks
laks.
materially
retarded
In
bas
temperature
back
which
time,
when
winter
the
needs of the great
supply
water
the
to
uncerwas
zero,
the
That
development.
below
Is
valley
Klver
the Owens
r est city In the world, if combined wrtn
to 30,iiiki inches in June and July, tainty of rains. Many times this
of the world has been a sufferer the flow which this city contemplates
when the snow on the mountains Is
melting, and the thermometer reglst from a "dry year." But there is al- - nurchasing.
Tho Intake of the yslem, which
ers aa hii-'- as 12u degtees In the ways a heavy rainfall in the Sierras,
in the Owens
constructed
shade. The average flow will be and the Owen River is ever a rushing will bevalley
will be some 3,800 feet
River
mountain torrent of pure water.
about 2O.IIH0 inches.
Not only will Los Angeles be in a above the level of the sea, and as
This water will be of Incalculable
few feet above
value to Los Angeles. It is confident- 'position to supply neighboring towns Ixis Angeles Is only awill
flow In the
water
ly predicted
the revenue which with water and the farms and ranches sea level, the will
be constructed by
may be derived from the. sale of thous- of a great, territory with water for Ir- canals which
ands of inches of this water to ranch- rigation, but the claim is made that giavity.
Los Angeles now receives Its water
ers in four counties will be sufficient there will be enough powe. for a mufrom the Coast. Range moun
to pay In a few years the entire cost nicipal gas works and electric lighting supply and
valley
San Fernando
pUnt. and also rnuugh to Justify the tains
of the system.
Sovithern California has always been city's purchase of the street railway through the los Angeles river. The
flow Is 4,ooo inches, and Is barely suf
noted as a wonderfully productive Bystems.
ficient
for the .city s needs.
of
Is
chain
a
Lake
Owens'
of
one
drawv.
Rut
has
been
there
countt.

Ixs Angeles. Cal.. Sept.
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WOMAN FINANCIER'S SUCCESS DUE TO HER HIGH COURAGE

a

i

iff
m7tt r

ifef

i

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1905

GRAND LIVE STOCK SHOW AND

The merchants named below will
give a beautiful Price & Teeple Ma
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,

CARNIVAL OF WESTERN SPORTS

school, club or other organization of
Albuquerque that is voted and elect

$1,500

The contest Is
now open, and closes on December 10,
1905.
The piano is on exhibition at

ed the moat popular.

$ 1 ,500

Grand Base Ball Tournament

-

SIX TEAMS TO PARTICIPATE
El Paso, Texas; Trinidad, Colo..; Las Vegas, N. M.; Clifton, Ariz.;
Deming, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.

the Globe store, where It may be aeen
by all. One vote is gven fre to ev"
cent
erybody, with every twenty-five

cash tale,

the

only provision being

that when

you

need

the good

WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION
60,000 ELECTRIC LIGHTS
EVERY NIGHT 4,000 POUNDS RED FIRE

any-

way, you trade with the merchant
named below. A ballot box Is placed
at J. H. O'RIelly & Co'a. drug store,
where all votes must be deposited.
sure and get your voting tickets.

Five Mile Relay

Bakery

Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Hous
ton.
Books and Stationery O. A. Matson & Co.
Coal and Wood W. II. Hahn.
C.

W. H. GREER, President

P. Schutt.

B. F. Copp, D. D. S.

THE CHANGE OF LIFE

Drugs

J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
Dry Goods The Globo Store.
Dye Works

Mcllroy

Electric Supplies
Construction Co.

&

&

Dszgers and Pain of This Critical Period
Avoided by tbe Use of Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

Furniture J. D. Emmons.
G.oeeries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery; The Broad
way Grocery.
Hardware

Albuquerque

Hardware

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkvllle Produce
Co.

tylanti

Crystal Ice Co., both phones
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
Ices

'Vi

Laundry
Laundry Imperial
back of postofflce.
Liquors Graham Bros.

Co,

Meals San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician Bebher Optical Co.
Photographers The
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
Heating Co.

Aiuttttlllllltlll f

ELEANOR R AWLS READER'S EARLY LIFE IN NEW YORK WAS
NOW SHE IS A
HEARTBREAKING STRUGGLE WITH ADVERSITY
A
HERSELF
CALLS
FACTOR IN WALL STREET M ODESTLY
LUCKY ACCIDENT. BUT HER LIFE STORY INDICATES THAT SHE

Moon-Kelehe-

r

Plumbing

&

E.

Pink-ham- 's

How many wo
men realize that
the most critical
period in a woman's existence
is the change of
life, and that the
anxiety felt by
women ao this
time draws near
is not without

Co.

Confetti Battios
Marching Bands
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.
,

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

FARMER OF THE FUTURE
TO BE A SPECIALIST

PREPARE

NTELLIGENTWOMEN

DeLeon.

S. W. Electric

Mexican and Indian Riders

Motor Cycle Races
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Balles Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits

Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade

Pioneer Bakery.

Dentistry

RacesCowboy,

Be

List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.

Confectionery

V

MEXICO,

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

f

k

j,?-

if & am

PIANO

If her system is in a deranfred condi
tion, or she is predisposed to apoplexy
or congestion of any organ, it is at this
time likely to become active and, with
a host of nervous irritations, make life
a burden.
At this time, also, cancers and tumors
are more liable to beg-itheir destructive work. Such warning symptoms as
a sense of suffocation, hot flashes, dizziness, headache, dread of impending
evil, sounds in the ears, timidity, pal
pitation of the heart, sparks before
the eyes, irregularities, constipation,
variable appetite, weakness and inquietude are promptly heeded by intelligent women who are approaching the
period of life when woman's great
change may be expected.
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Com
pound is the world's greatest remedy
for women at this trying period, and
may be relied upon to overcome all dis
tressing symptoms and carry them
safely through to a healthy and happy
old age.
Lvdia E. llnkhara a vegetable com
pound invigorates and strengthens the
female organism, and builUs up tne
weakened nervous system as no other
medicine can.
Mrs A. E. O. Tlyland, of Chester- town, Md., in a letter to Mrs. Pink-hasays :

CHIEF WHITNEY, OF THE UNITED STATES BUREAU
DICTS CHANGES IN AGRICULTURAL METHODS
THE BUREAU HELPS THE INDUSTRY.

OF SOILS, PREHOW WORK OF

"What is the object of the soil sur- similar. For example, the high priced
vey?". Iasked Prof. Milton Whitney, Sumatia wrapper leaf tobacco is the
product of a peculiar type of soil. In
chief of the U. S. Bureau of Soils.
our survey of the Connecticut valley
country
more
becomes
"As the
we found the same type. The differthickly settled," said he, "It will be ence in climate between the two lonecessary to get the most out of the cations was the only difference, and
land in the way of food products. To this was overcome by placing a light
do this we must know our soils so screen of cloth over the Connecticut
well that we can tell accurately what fields. The result Is that we can grow
crop a given soil is adapted to
a product in that soil that equals' the
"Every plant has a particular kind imported, thereby introducing a valuor type of soil in which it reaches the! able new industry."
highest development. It may grow in
"Does the Bureau of Soils endeavor
many other types than the ideal, but, to point out to farmers In the survey-no- t
so perfectly. For example, the ed areas how to make practical use of
sweet potato loves a sandy soil. It the various types of soil?"
will grow in clay, but not with any
"Only in a general way. That is not
sucu uegree ul uiAuriuuce na ii. uuta within our province. However, when
n sand. So it Is with all other farm we observe that a change of crops
crops.
would be of great advantage to a sec"The Idea of the. Bureau of Soils is tion, we endeavor to Induce such a
to survey and map all the arable land change. We have established In many
of the country; a sorting out and clas- - instances model farms where It Is de- sifylng process, and when done wejsirable to introduce some new crop,
can say accurately that this soil will or a radical change in farm methods.
produce tobacco of a certain kind, that We have Introduced tobacco growing
soil is adapted to celery growing, and in several new sections In this way,
other soils to other crops.
and have pointed out a number of lo
and fruit
As a general proposition, it may calities where trucking
be said that a type of soil that is suit- growing might become profitable,. I
ed to growing a crop in one section expect to see much more specializawill produce the same crop success- tion in farming in the future, when
fully elsewhere, is ellrnate, drainage land owners learn what crops are best
and previous treatment have been adapted to their lands."
j

1

j

;

"Never as a. child was I ever
Restaurant Zelger's Restaurant.
afraid. I do not Buppose that I
ocnever
know
Is.
It
fear
what
f curs to me when entering into a
Tailor Wm. Glaesner.
IS SELF-MADbusiness transaction that I can
Wall Paper and Paints The Bee
I go into everything
de-4 fall.
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold ave- basis
owes
the
WTiile
13.
Mrs.
world
Sept.
this
In
ceeds
New York.
nue.
termineu to win, ana it ousiacies
Ella, Rawls Reader protests that she of his success to some woman. He
are in my way, I Just push them 4
may
woman
sumay
the
women
and
many
who
not
are
know
her
it
knows
aside."
RAWLS
ELEANOR
NOTICE
periors as financiers, she does not never be aware of it. but all the same
READER.
At a special session of the board of
it
success,
if
his
as
reason
for
real
them,
smiles
she
she
the
name
and
county comiiiissioneis of Bernalillo
modestly declares that she is only "a should be traced to a final analysis,
county, New Mexico, held on the 9th
would lead to the influence of some over $16 In her pocket, and now mil day of September, 1905, all the mem
lucky accident."
r
to
herself
claims
woman."
she
to
what
deals are as nothing
That is
her. hers being present, the following order
be. this indomnitable woman who in
Her first work was the laborious task was made,
THE COLLAR IS HIGHER AND THE MUFF IS SQUARE
Winning Personality.
of addressing envelopes at seventy- a bilef ten years baa succeeded from
Mr,
by
is
is a wise woman who orders
board.
,lt
ordered
the
She
While the business path of Mrs. five cents per thousand, and this was
addressing envelopes to be a competSanchez declining to vote, that the Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
her furs early. She has all the wintramped
only
itor of the great financiers In Wall Rawls Reader lies In strongly mascuobtained after she had
4H
be and he hereby
sutfi'ring with falling of the ter styles to choose from, all the best
line lines, her success doubtless is at- the streets for weeks and after her clerk of this board,
"I had been
street.
advantage In
is Qirecteu t() pUi,it'sh for one week I womb
for years and was passing through the skins, a considerable
Mrs. Reader has become famous as tributable to her extreme femininity. too meager purse had long been empt the daily papers of Albuquerque, a no change
of life. My womb was badly swollen. prices and the attention of the furdollar She may think like a man, but her ied. Many a day she went hungry, tice as follows
the organizer of a
t bad a goou deal ot soreness, dizzy 8ieiis, rier before his Is tired out by the rush
railroad in Alabama, as the promoter Kreatest outward charm is her intense but she never lost courage. Later, she Official Notice as to County Officers. headaches, and was very nervous. I wrot
first frost.
advice and commenced treatment that follows the
of large concessions in Ixmdon ann womanliness.
studied stenography, and after a few
liy diiection of the board or county you
in this season's
newest
The
feature
With Lydia E. Pinkham' Vegetable Com.
Mrs. Reader is tall beyond the aver-fo- r weeks in an office she started bravely
India, as a competitor of Wall street
commissioners of Bernalillo county, ixrnnd as you directed, and I am happy to say furs is the "square muff. Sometimes
the control of Peru's copper Inter-- ; age height for women. She measures out in a business of her own. Four notice
v
Is hereby given to the publl
symptoms
me,
those
left
distressing
that all
the square muff is worn with a rib
ests, as the woman who settled a probably five feet seven, and her
yeais later It was bringing an Income
Perfecto .Armijo has been ap and I have passed sandy through the change bon, and then it closely resembles tne
American revolution, and as the ure is a graceful, willowy one. Her of over 150,000 a year, and she sold It that
pointed sheriff of said county; that of life a well woman."
shape used last winter.
is soft and brown, and she wears for five times that amount. Then she
woman who was organizing the flnan-jhul- r
R. Armijo has been appointed
For special advice regarding this imIn general, the lines of the fur garces of Santo Domingo when Presideut.it liigh. Her eyes are dark blue, and entered the narrow, crooked street Justo
women
to
invited
are
period
treasurer
collector
portant
ami
Indicate her early Celtic origin, while which makes and breaks so many said county, and that Andrew B, write to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. It ments worn a year ago, are good this
lioosevelt Intervened.
This tall, handsome financier has her skin is that of a child.
season. The fuirlers confess that they
lives. Here her fortune has been sim Stroup has been appointed superln is free and always helpfuL
just returned from Europe, where she
ply little less than miraculous.
are lying awake nights to think out
Her Early Struggles.
county,
an
of
said
temlent
schools
of
has Just put through big deals that
the little clever variations that give
She terms herself "a lucky accl that said persons have been recognized
It was as
Rawls (the "Ella"
figure in the seven numbers. She by which Eleanor
- There are other WRITING IN SIGHT distinction to the garments.
sweeps
an
dent,
now
ambition
is
universally
by
aforebut
as
she
officers
that
said
as
such
boaid
was asked what made for her success, u,.n.
TYPEWRITERS,
.Qa lha ti.,t form
fnm.l everythlng from her path, added to a said, and are now qualified and
Collars are creeping up a little high' " fit
'
denied that "." " '
and when she laughingly
But the I C. SMITH BROS, by FAR er, and that Is so sensible a change
great
to
do
per
personal
charm,
has
much
hng
county,
all
mjiun
and
iw
officers
of
i"athe
,.v
,,ootlr,ticrl
iuih
'"!
kliULrDB-ttaUTi O, DUO
" 'J ij in nil""
twelve years ago. She bad a little with It.
sons bavine business with either of excels them all. Then it has a TAB that it must certainly last more than
as to whether she was not, timid to
and MIMEOGRAPH attach one season.
said olilcers, are notified to transac ULATOR
ment, without extra charge.
enter such unusual ventures.
office
only
with
said
their
business
The price of expensive furs Is going
"People have no more terror for me
N. W. Alger,
above named, or their deputies or em general agent,solicited.
much higher tills season, but cheap
124
St.
South
Walter
than inanimate things do. I never
ployes, and with no one else.
furs are becoming still cheaper.
bow before a man and I am not afraid
r
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
Mink has gone up 75 per cent In j
Quarter Size Collars
of them.
9, 1905.
;
price, because mink Is to be popular,
now on sale at
"I do know this that to nucceed.
it Is further ordered that said clerk
Fox Is very cheap, for it is not now In
SIMON STERN.
'
a woman, as well as a man, must be
mail a copv of said notice to eac
favor.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
That is what I have
conscientious.
justice of the peace In the county.
Practically, money cannot now buy
ever been. I never undertake a piece
chinchilla. There are none of them
of work that I do not put every bit
THE
Like Finding Money.
left.
of myself Into It.
CT.F.ANSIVO
Finding health Is like finding money
Rises at 4 p. ni. Works hard. Eats little.
"I do nut care anything about money
Heads and tails will be very good
iii;ai
iva
so
When
who
are
sick.
iMi
think
own
those
foreign
Is
practically
his
minister.
for money's sake. I want to win.
this season: lots of tails. Silk fringe
mit t.ii.mmii immiHvin-or
you
a
throat,
cold,
cough,
sore
have
night
$1100
a
to
his
bedroom
guarded
by
eight
have
generals.
Pays
Money really means nohtlng at all to
Is also a favorite trimming.
promptly
act
chest
better
incessantly.
in
itition,
cigarettes
Smokes
me, but winning does. I can only wear
like W ..'. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
Takes his meals wheiever he hapens to be.
one dress at a time, and I only need
He says: "I bad a terrible chest t roil- They are brought to him in silver dishes, with covers sealed. The
one bed to sleep in. and my tastes are
ble,
presence.
in
caused l v smoke anil coal dust on
only
bis
broken
4
are
seals
of the simplest. So piling up great
my lutiiis; bat, after finding no relief
The kelardjhl, or official taster, is responsible for every dish.
wealth is not my greatest dcxire. But V
to ;t
lti other remedies. I was cured by Dr. Easy nnJ
It docs not cost
Th sultan's food is mostly eggs and entrees.
I do want to accomplish everything
tvnm-uno
Consumpfor
Discovery
New
Kinu's
year.
over
$5,uto
I
a
t
out to do, and thus far
that I
Genffal Building: Supplies
tion. Cough and Colds." Greatest sale
To feed and keep his household, however, costs JGO.OOO a week.
liave done so.
Kc'.u-i;,vIn tbe
ii
lung
rough
medicine
anv
or
shooting.
ef
revolver
Passionately
of
fond
Memory Aids Her.
world'. At a l druggists: f.o rand $1.00;
A trusty mulatto, Hassan Paha, throws glass balls Into the air for
'n HEAD
'My memory of things and persons
A1! vvti Ii .lbinm:.U"n.
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
the sultan to shoot at.
l"e
has always been of great service to
l!io Mc i.l'wti.
and
IVrtis's
A. H. HEYN, Mgr.
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
,
.. ,.r T
"'" "
Abdul Hamld Is vury fond of animals.
,1 Mnfll. Mrsf
ine In my work. An a child and girl
MAKE GOOD bri.s.'i.t!' ir i. v in : i r
.1. 1.. ,,
IS
IT
EA,Y
lO
stables.
in
his
200
horses
over
my
has
lie
I only had to rend
lesson over once
orifc
'fci
WnrrcuSirecU
CLUB
HOUM
BREAD
WITH
tLX liUO' lltlfc
Spends much time In an aviary among his birds.
bavi- the same faculty
to learn it.
PLOUP.
Frequently has a number of pet deer brought to his apartments.
for faces, an-- for the lbings that the
menanow:men,
Very fond of music.
owners of tb' in n U me, and this has
I'm Hie Ai fur unnatural
Children.
poor
a
perfotnier.
Is
for
but
piano,
Bst
I.
play
tbe
ikes
to
me.
been of Invaluable assistance to
iied. in tlatn Hi at 1IJ,
FILL
of
health
of
the
Mothers,
favorite.,.
careful
be
are
tiou
"11
ui
Trovutore"
his
.
anyIrritation
woman
can
a
Selections
from
do
"I believe ibat
a tif in t' U ur liifiu
bl rtli.
Boi to snu'ior.
your children. Look out for coughs,
Puts ban on all classical music In the palace.
thing she sets out to do In the. busiHot HbUID
IVtltaU I'ttBlArlflB.
lil
1'Hililtn.
PRESCRIPTIONS
RIGHT,
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
Has a private theater In the palace.
ness world. I also believe that she
.
MStSmiHMrfMStWMSHuMiNrfSISIVW
them in time One Minute Cough
Sits In the dark auditorium and sips rakl Miters.
can do the same thing In every plane
wrppT
,nt
or
Harmless
l.KA.
riei'
remedy.
'i
Is
best
Cure
the
sensational
mostly
great
fiction.
deal,
I
I
women
II
a
love
nnd
Reads
life.
under
of
203 W. Railroad Ave.
At Consistent Prices
Contains no opiates.
and pleasant.
V;k:.Ir'.-- ' !'l II w r l in . U.T..
Has often read the French tales of (laboriau.
stand them, and I am of the strong
Sold by a l druggists.
conviction that every man who sue
I
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DER KAISER'S ALLIANCE
WITH YOUNG DAN CUPID

0

Fifty Years iha Stanford

E VEXING CITIZEN.

Evening Citizen Wants!
One Cent
clmlfloiiiM idt for this
Ads ylioaeg receive lh same careful attends

col., m,rt

fjxecitlve)a(Psltcni')

(cicTlcal")

mm . lmtn1lntlir BnH salr-.,nuof
" vennt CUrk-Al'1
hnlcul
T.lifcmlv.
poi-- .
Itlaiw, paying frum1.0O0 to fl.Ut'
If,,,,,
a hih grade man write fur booklet nnl state tits
j 'iklnd of poiiltluii jrou desire. Olhces in 14 dOesa
o fill humlrrcU

lr

Hapgoodt

(Ino.).

Brain

Broktrt

917 Chemical Building, St. Lout

WANTED.
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PRINCESS ALEXANDRA

.

SCHAU.MBEKU-T1PPE-

.

Empo;or William has become an advocate of early marriages
reported to have picked a wife for his second son, P. ine Eitel-Frityoung woman Is said to be Princess Alexandra of Schaiimherg-Tippe- ,
est sinter of t lie Queen of Wurtemberg.
z
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THE SAY

RETIRING

SCHOOL DIRECTORS
The Mcintosh Drowns have been out
CANNOT EMPLOY TEACHERS TO in force every evening this week putAT PRESIDENT'S SUGGESTION, IS
SERVE UNDER THEIR
ting in an hour or two at hard prac
THE OPINION
OF THE COMtice, llit) boys realize that they are
MERCE COMMISSIONER.
up against a stiff proposition, but
Colonel George V. Priehard. attor- have by no means given up the Idea
That congress will enact legisla- ney general of the territory,
expressthat they will take down the long end
tion looking to the abolishment
of es an opinion of great importance to of that $1,5UU
base ball purse.
private ear linos, is the opinion of the administration
public
one or the members of the Interstate schools in New Mexico,of in the followRoy McDonald, the veteran catcher
the
commerce commission, who recently ing correspondence
himself of the Browns, and former captain,
discussed this question in an unofficial and Professor Hiram between
was out In a suit last night. McDonHartley, superinmanner.
ald's appearance on the diamond put
tendent of public
"It looks now," said the commis- Hon. George W. instruction:
Priehard, Attorney additional ginger Into the players and
sioner, "as though the president will
they are working harder than ever.
General of Xew Mexico:
succeed in getting
the legislation
Sir: I Invite you to answer the fol- He is getting Into condition to play
which will destroy the present system lowing question:
wiili the boys in case they should get
of private car lines, and force the
Is a retiring board of school direc- Into a pinch and need his services. It
railroads Into t he necessity of fur- tors permitted
might be well to give McDonald a
nishing refrigeration and other facili- teachers to to employ a teacher or berth, anyway,
as he would add conserve for the ensuing
ties for the handling of perishable year under
the successors to said re- siderable strength to the team.
frelgnt. If they do this they will be, tiring
board?
responsible for charges in connection
The Clifton and El Paso teams will
Respectfully,
,
with such facilities under the law,
arrive ln the city Monday morning
HIRAM
HADI.EY,
Just as they now are for the primary
from El Paso. Saturday and Sunday
Superintendent Public Instruction.
freight charges. This means that they
at El Paso,
two teams will play.
To
Attorney
this
General Priehard The El Pasothese
will, have to publish regular scned-ule- replied :
Herald says that the re:!' rates, and hence our commis-- 1
ceipts derived from the games ln the
sion will exercise its right under the Office of Geo. w. Priehard. Attorney Pass City, Saturday and Sunday, will
General,
Fe,
Santa
New Mexico.
law of regulating them.
be used to defray the expenses of the
"Senator Cockrell was quite right Hon. Hiram. Hartley. Superintendent team in this city during the fair
of
Public
Instruction, Santa Fe. tournament.
In the interview he gave out the
New Mexico.
other day, when he asserted that it
flrln yoilr communication you
Manager F. J. Houston, of the
would be but right for the railroads to
"ly
whether a retir-tha- t Browns, today announced that Las
inIn n
furnish the special facilities,
and aPk
,ne
,)n;,r,,
B(,liool
of
directors Is per-t- Vegas and Tiinldad would arrive herfe
it was entiielv wrong for them
be in a position where they can del- - nilttpi' o employ a teacher or teach-egat- e Sunday evening on No. 1. The first
to B,'rVe for ,he ffsnlng year
game of the fair series will probably
any part of their dutv and
to such retiring bo played on Monday morning, but beas common carriers to !'er lhe successors
,r
answer I have to say, tween what teams, has not as yet
anv one else. Many of the railroads noar'- an1
h law the old hoard has been arranged.
are already accepting this vitw of theithat
nn
s"ph
PowprThe new board has
situation. The Louisville stock yards
right to employ teachers
Roy McDonald has beea given the
Case, carried to the highest court ln "e a,'fi"'''
thp
""hoo
some sort of a
task of arranging
Immediately
the land, held specifically that such Jor
lowing
their election, and anv attempt schedule during the tournament. He
facilities shnnH i.r fnrnUhnri
thp
says
hoard to take this power
that this is pretty diflleulc work
by the lailroads. Some of them ai;of
tournament, and that he
already won over to this view, and 0,,t .n ,tl0 hands of the new board has for a six-daor ''inrting effect on the new is ready to hear a few pointers ln the
l
nave given us definite assurance that P"
respect
boards. Verv
full v.
natter fr.in the fans.
they will furnish such facilities.
GEORGE W. PRICHARD,
"If the next congress will correct
Attorney General.
YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
the private car line abifses by either
abolishing them or bo controlling them
National League.
that the commission can get the same
OFFICIAL MATTERS
reasonable rates for the shippers they
At St. Louis
H H
are now assured by a stricter enforce2
9
St.
Louis
of
Meeting
Board
of
Territorial
Equal LPlttsburg
ment of the laws against common
,
9 11
ization.
carriers it will go a great ways togame
K H
The territorial board of equalization St.second
wards accomplishing all that has been
2
7
Louia
demanded by a suffering, shipping was in session all day yesterday head Pittsburg
1
3
public. It will go a step further, and ing appeal.) from the bomrt.-- - cf county
K H
At New York
abolish or correct the present eleva commissioners of the various coun- Brooklyn
7
2
tor charges at transfer points, and ties. The following were present:
3
New York
11
J. S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, i presimuch more will lie accomplished. In
game
H H
Second
of El Brooklyn
fact, I believe that if the private .car dent; Venceslao Jaramillo,
8
10
line evils are regulated, and elevator Rito, secretary; J. A. Mahoney, of New York
5
9
charge abuses are brought within the Deming; J. F. Hinkle, of Kuswell; Aleltw, we need but little legislation ex- xandra Sanrtov.il, Albuquerque; MarAmerican League.
cept that of simplifying the processes tin Lolinian, Las C'ruee-;- , Robert P.
At Detroit
R H E
of law by which the commission
Ervein, Clayton, members.
4
9
3
Detroit
existing statutes."
1
3
9
New Compilation of School Laws Re- Cleveland
At Philadelphia
R II E
Interesting to Students.
ceived.
5
3
6
The schools and colleges will soon
The new competition of the school New York
4
8, 3
open tor the fall term and there will laws of New Mexico has Just bean Philadelphia
R.
Second game
H E
t
young men and received at the ofiico of Hiram Hartbe many
7 10
York
1
women who will be looking for a ley, supi rintendent 'of rh"c Instruc- New
4 11
2
good way to earn their expenses.- The tion, Santa Fe. The laws were com- Philadelphia
At Chicago
Four-TracNews, the great illustrat- piled by Assistant Superintendent of
St.
game postponed;
ed monthly magazine of travel and Public Instruction Amnrto Chaves and
education, appeals to intelligent read- contain sixty pages more than the old wet grounds.
ers and students who will find It easy compilation. One added feature that
Western League.
to, secure subscriptions for it. The Is of especial advantage to superinAt Omaha
R H
E
terms to persons soliciting subscrip- tendents and school directors is an Omaha
3
0
9
tions are extrenie'.y liberal and offer addenda in the back of the book, giv- Pueblo
3
0
5
a very generous margin of profit. It ing a calendar of the months and what
Second game
will pay any one interested to write should be done each month.
1
Omaha
3
6
to the publisher, George II. Daniels.
1
5
Have your floats built and sign work Pueblo
l
7, East 42nd street, New York, for
At St. Joseph
R.
H E
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
full particulars.
9 12
2
sign writers in town. Quier'e old Denver
4
3
7
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado St. Joseph
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Second game
K H E
phone, 52.
better cook with safe gas.
St. Joseph
2
3
5
Denver
1
2
7
At Sioux City
R H E
Sinus City
8 12
0
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CASINO

J .'clock

Is ads kraaght

t. offk.

FOR SALE.
Household furniture. 410
South Edith street.
FOR SALE A fine piano, reasonable;
apply at this office.
FOR SALE Furnished tent, cheap, If
sold soon. 312 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE Business, opportunity In'
good locality. Suitable for man and
wife. Inquire at this office.
FOR SALE, Heating stove, gasoline
stove, refrlgernior,
book case atia
sideboard. Inquire 709 Wst Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of lfiO
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchard, all lnlgable; will sell all or
rart. Box 46, city.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en-lging our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be seen ln
operation at our mill. It Is an ex- 0
cellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.

FREE

CASINO

FOR SALE

ORCHESTRA CONCERT
EVERY EVENING FROM 6:00 TO 10:30

FREE

CASINO

e

LOST.
LOST Lady's hand bag, containing1
$30 In bills; liberal reward If re-- ,
turned tn thla offlco.

0

0

strawberry roan mare, white face, "
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tan; fzv lewara and no ques-- '
tions asked, if returned to J. W.I 0
McQuade, 234 North Walter street,'

0

"

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

DeT5t7sT6T

CASINO
0

GRANO RICNIC
Don't forget to attend the grand annual

picnic of the

C, COLOMBO BENEVOLENT SOCIFTY

AT BARLAS GROVE

601-50- 9

WANTED.

DR. J. E, KRAFT.

Sunday, Sept. J 7, '05

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Qoods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger,

D. D.

The Italian band will play, and there will be
dancing, beginning at 4 o'clock and continuing
ma or rerresnmenta will be aerved
from 8 to 9 p. m. Street cars will take
the picnic grounds.

8.

No.
Iiallrontt avenue
Ofhee hour
:30 a. m. to
p. in.) 1:30 p. m. to 6
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments niado
by mall.
at

OFFICE
GUST 28.

CLOSED

UNTIL

AU-

a fine

orchestra for
all day and night.
at tha grove.
a
you within a block of
Flre-work-

0

LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.

ATTORNS

Albuquerque,

GET ACQUAINTED

i'rompt attention given to all.
pertaining to the profession.
Will practice ln i) courts of the territory and before tbe United Stntea land
N. M.
bufclnesa

WILL DANCE ALL NIGHT

ottice.

Ira
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M. Bond.
82

P street.

N.

Washington, u. v.. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patcoming. We want all ents, trade marks, claims.
positions paying good
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORN E I
2 good cooks, 1 worn-a- n
N.
M.
Office.
First national Bank
housework, 2 chamber-

-

""r

A

51H

IMe frcm pure cream of
EITEI.-FRITZ-

seamstress at once.
West Copper.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Roomers and boarders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WAXTEI) First and p conrt house
Rirl. Inquire at this office.
WAX TED Experienced dining room
girl; no other neod apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
for general housework. Apply 523
Keleher avenue.
WANTED
l
First class girl for
Apply 617 West
housework.
Copper. Mrs. Robert Putney.
WAXTED
Position as expert bookkeeper or office man. Address,
F, auk McKay, Los Lunas, N. M.
WAXTED Three furnished or unfurnished rooms by couple; no children; must be modern. 410 South
Fifth street.
WANTED Good woman cook for
emergency
hospital
at
Willard.
Easy work, 30 per month. Call
Citizen office this evening.
WANTED A molding man, t wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
South First street.
WANTED Parties desiring to rent
rooms to fair visitors will please
mail full particulars to Bureau of Information, City. No canvassing will
be done.
WANTED Gentlemen's second-nanclothing. No. 616 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
OWNER NEED3 MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity ln a nine room
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
street in town; incumbrance $3,000.
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
WAXTEI
Intelligent
and
reliable
men to enter the service of the
Washington Life Insurance " company.
Exceptional inducements offered. See or address J. II. O'Rielly,
Alliiuinorque, N. M., general manager for New Mexico and Aiizona.
WANTKJ)

mm.

rv

PRINCE

a)

IHona)Srlcsrrn

1

:

AMUSEMENTS

Per Word for Each Insertions

T. In.sr
P- -

PACE 8EVEN.

V.,

Grand Carnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALL

SATURDAY, SEPT. 23, '05
Fair week is
kinds of help
salary.
WOODMEN' OUCIIKSTKA
Two waiters,
ADMISSION Sl.OO
for general
maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
logmen, teamsters, swampers, laborE. W. Dobaon.
ers, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOfnce Cromblacksmith, bridgemen, bridge car- well block, Albur jerque. N.
M.
penters, bridge helpers, 1 first-clas- s
planer, 1 good yard man for iumuer
John H. Stlnftte.
camp. Flrst-c'as- s
man "o take "re ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite IS, N. T.
of stock In dry goods store; boy to Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
THRIVES IX COMFORT J
run errands and learn dry goods busiIIUY IIKR A
ness. Better positions on record now
ARCHITECTS.
than ever offered before.
We are agents for Camp Blrnie reF. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
sort. Call for information.
,
rooms
Barnett building,
THE SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOY- Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phonea.
MENT AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
110 South Second Street
Man-Fount- h
See
Gold
A. L, Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished
work sollcti'd. Automatic
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses, 'phone 724;; Joh
shop 911
Wagons and other Chattels; also on Albuquerque, N. M. North Becond street,
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE'
TVU
r-TT
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
PHYSICIANS.
LLcijjpy xauuaewne
alio TJ
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Who takes pride ln her bread e,nd
and strictly private.
Time:
One
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
month to one year given. Goods recake making knows the pleasure and
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
main ln your possession. Our rates
New Mexico Board of Osteosatisfaction to be had by the use of
are reasonable. Call and see us be- President1
pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
Empress mills flour. She knows her
fore borrowing.
building.
Offllce
treated.
Barnett
bread will be the whlte'st, sweetest,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both teleSteamship tickets to and from all phones.
most nutritious and healthful, and her
Sundays by appointment.
parts of the world.
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
'
light.
and
315 West Railroad Ave.
Homeopathic Physician.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Whiting Block.
Boom 17.
Open Evenings.
VETERINARY.
114 West Copper Avenue.
FOR RENT.
V.M IKIOHT
H ii ii f
Dr. Blott, mTr. C. V. S.
"EMPRESS.M
)
largn
store
surgeon
rooms,
FOR RENT Two
Veterinary
and dentist
centrally located. Inquire 312 West Horses, cattle and doga treated by
avenue.
Lead
the latest, up to date, approved, sciFOR RENT Furnished rooms with entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
board. Mrs. Lizzie Westerfeld, 511 stables.
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.
South Broadwav.
FOR RENT
Brick hous,'705 West
CLAIRVOYANT.
Tijeras.
Apply to Mi's. Coleman,
,
422 West Tijeras.
Mrs. Alice Coburn
clairFOR RENT A suite of three rooms, voyant: and business medium, 120
very desireable for party of young South Arno street. Office hours: 10
Des Moines
1
4
10
men. 713 West Copper.
to t dally. Evenings and Sundays by
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms appointment.
"THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER"
American Association.
ln city, single or ensuite, with table
At Minneapolis
board. 713 West Copper.
FALL TERM.
Minneapolis
3
RENT Nicely turnished fiont
St. Paul
y FOR
room,
over
postolfice.
Albuquerque
afInquire
Business College Opena
Second game
ternoons. No ladles need apply.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Minneapolis
1
FOFi RENT Apartments
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanin Park
St. Paul
7
View terrace,
eight rooms each; ship, Shorthand, Typewriting, EngAt Milwauke- emodern equipment throughout.
H. lish, SpaniBh and Mechanical DrawMilwaukee
7
ing.
H. Tilton, room 13, Grant block.
Kansas City
1
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
FOR KENT Two nicely furnished
At Louisville
AND
fiont rooms for gentlemen; also For particulars call or address
I.oiusvllle
0
rooms
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
light
three
furnished
for
Toledo
2
housekeeping.
R. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
Mrs. Williams, 311
Second game
West Silver avenue.
Library buildiug, East Railroad
g
Iouisvilie
RENT Two pleasant rooms for
Toledo
u FOR
light housekeeping, with electric
At Columbus
lignts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth-erlorROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Columbus
5
corner Broadway & Iron.
Teacher of Piano.
Indianapolis
3
t - Mi
same block Congregational church. Commercial Club building, AlbuquerSecond game
que, after September 24.
FOR RENT
one to five nicely
Columbus
4
lurnished rooms for light houseIndianapolis
7
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
0
ASSAYERS.
acres, with four-roohouse, furAre You Engaged?
CORBET & COLLINS,
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
Engaged people should remember,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
E. K Nonis, 524 John street.
United
tliar, after marriage, many quarrels
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
FOR RENT Seven largo furnished
can be avoided, by
ditheir
ASSAYERS.
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
gestions In good condition with ElecEast side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.!
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs:
tric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennetts-ville- ,
two story brick building two blocks
s. C. says: "For years tnr wife
When the Pump and Engine are ALL
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia,
RIGHT. WE GUARANTEE our OutCOMING EVENTS
right
parties.
Inquire
523
South
fit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
HECK AND HIS SWKK
complicated with a torpid liver, until
Sl.NUiXG CANARY.
First fctreet.
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
Los Angelts. Cal
Sept. 13. Like wonderful song, and be who hears can w "'M ""r 8,r,'nK,h, an'' vigor, and
September
18
23
Twenty-fiftto
for Catalogue.
'
a
i"
or ncr TornlfT
one ot tin' leathered
creatures ot ou.y sit and marvel
htk
Te.
'at Fair.
, I
Hit t
Tl,n . .
fair) land or an Arabian Nights crea
A wonderful
r'" nw
amount of patience T. V. .
r "0 "Romona,1
at
the
" "l''l" ntr "t once, and finally
tion is the titn y yellow uml white and a ilny black llute, which the old'
use.
The llendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
lna',n
well. She Is now
canary thai nanus in a wicker cage Cern.an himself whittled, accomplish-'r entir.-Ii
and
CURE
the
LUNGS
h"aUhvdruggists
All
on the wall ol the dusty violin simp .d a wonderful feat in the "education"
sell
'r?nK
tes to the Northwest.
s
of old August
to M.. of this bird. Whenever Dickey was in'8"'1 T3r al'"'e
'". at 5n cents a hot-t'on.
1621-163- 9
us September 15 and daiSeventeenth Street, DENVElT COLORADO
WITH
Heck's place ill litis city, where tie
particularly musical mood, if bus;-- ,
ly tlierea. er until October 31, th Sanmakes ;,:i repairs violins, are aiuaert Hess was a' all slack, Mr. Heck Wild
F
will
ta
hell
Billings,
to
tickets
Don't
wait
an
for
explosion
cook
to hear the
of the litt(. bird, take the tlute, about as long as a
Butte, Helena and Missoula at rate of
the humane way.
which mi. in a' facts the attention of all woman's finger, and nine a r,.w 1,11,4 with
$::i.!r.; Spokane and Walla Walla,
who can hear.
of the "Star Si, angled Banner." Dickey
$::fl.4r,; Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
No Unpleasant Effects.
What a sweit, mellow little song it "mim
rONGUNIPTIO
U) Mil ia e tho Kollndu
Pries
138.95. For particulars call on any
If you ever took De Witt's Little
is, this tune the canary sings:
Now and he embellished
OUGHS
i,i
agent of the Santa Fe. H. S. LUTZ,
and
Ami, ui,h
60c
00
Wa ar now open for business, with
low, now shrill, now sud and now re- - own little chirps and trills. Now be Early Risers for biliousness or consti- OLDS
Free
Trial.
agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
patlon you know what pill pleasure is.
a new and second hand line of furniJoiclug. With a thousand and one vaii- sings it from beginning to' end
and
ture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
ations and trills, such as only a bird strange to say, it is the only song he These famous little pills cleanse the
Turkish Nongate Is Pne after a
barest and Uuitkoot Cure fur till
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
THROAT and LUNQ TEOUB-L- S,
can sing, Dickey entertains his mas- - does sing. He has forgotten the can- liver and rid the system of all bile
the Gleckler building.
without
producing
unpleasant effects.
or M0NE1 BACK.
confectionery store and Ice
ter's customers. It is a beautiful, a ary s native carol.
'
Sold by all druggists.
IRVAN & HAYGOOD.
I
cream parlor.
'

-
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T-LAW.

y

,0,'-,a-

LOVE

j

GA.S RANGE

tbe Gas

and

Avenue

Money to Loan

en-oic-

self-relian-

k

I.ouis-Chicag-

o

HUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Hay-ward-

Wholesale Grocers

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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IRRIGATION
IS A

nit-it-

KILLthe COUCH
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Dr. King's

Nov

Discovery
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-
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Furniture
Bargains.
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LIGHT.
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a patient at the Tetit City at Santa
Ke. Failing to be hen. flted there, he

AX J)

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

13,

1905.

YOU'LL BE CURED (

rnme to Albuquerque hist week, but
... l,..!n hllll. The
,K
i
l.
aliment of the Stomach Liver
"hlpment
'!
remains were
by O W Btronc's Sons and will be Bowels op Kidneys very quickly if
?'m'n only rosorl to the Bitters at the
shipped east tonight.
govern- iimu n(v in ji win, i iiiMinniiui unvt I'linri
of
the
of
One
wiu:ons
the
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
this true during the past fifty years.
ment Indian school, iua.led with sacks
of Irish potatoes, broke down on Gobi
X 314 WEST SllBOADAV'Cl"'
HOSTETTER'S
Fair tonight and Thursday.
avenue near Second s'iv t this mornshort,
a
time
for
ing
10
and
TRAINS.
OF
at
o'clock,
ARRIVAL
STOMACH
BITTERS
Another
Interrupted Ktre." traffic.
No. 1, from the east, 7:30 p. m.
wheel wasobtniu.il, and the boys, should therefore have a permanent
No. 7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
who had charge of the team then place In every home because It is ali- No 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
drove on to the school.
'
Bolutely safe
. . and can bo relied on In
No. 2, fiom the west, 7; 55 a. m.
,,
W. II. aprinner. proi netor of the
" " "
r
T-Kan
ci.
....!.
..
luLininnt'
f
r iiiinsn
...I
Cramps, Costiveness, Heartburn or
WHY HE QUIT.
1
comhis
,,,,
intiite.
turned from Fort
A vouth, who was learning to dance
pany has seen e,i tlic contract
for Femae
Sat down at his very flist chance.
new
macadhauling the rock for the
Band Concert.
Said ho, "I'm worn out
amized road that Is being built from
By prancing alwiut."
....
First Regiment bund will give h
H 1,
linnla IT..
!a
mplimentary open air concert this
The truth was he'd just ripped his
Scores of Beautiful Patterns
to the Fort, a .lixinnre of about two even
This iilioo Is made with a live, wool
Ung at
the Aha , j. . t
coat.
miles. The com,,,,, is an Important
- ' ""
frit, cushion Insole, which absorbs
worth . onsnte, auie money.
Judire Kllsworth Inualls has return- '
Many Splendid New Styles
of
on
The
funeral
ofllcial;
Optic
In- Fe
savs:
The
trip
Santa
a
to
from
prevents
dampness,
ed
r if
moisture,
4
Myna. the sweet :' , ;irold daughter j
business.
papa
tourtta
"""
lucky
was
Mother
,..,
. ,wJof Mr n,i Mr, Kirhard l)u Oraften- creases blood circulation and forms
','
rHUKe;
For weeks past we have been receiving daily shipments
Ing ! -t night at the club rooms and'reld, wad held this alternoon, the Hov.t8"8
fruit r rficf iirwiTl.
Brft iilnno fnr
of St. Baul's F.pls- transacted louline iiud otlier business, J. S. Moore, rector
handsome fall weight suits, till our store by now. Is
of
copal church, conducting the simple, T"
fairly filled to overflowing x The stock is complete; It
This tahes the Jar oft the body, thereKeuben Itosa. son of M. A. Boss, Impressive services. Thomas Coombs,
left this niorning for Ashland, Wis.,
contains every style now manufactured and Jiundreds of
e
l Albuquerque, mid M t'S. J. M.
by preventing nervousness, and doing
where he will attend school the comnew patterns x Every individual suit is tailored and finChico, uncle and
Anton
of
ing year.
away with that tired, burning
ished in the best possible manner, every suit material
aunt, of the lit
girl, were present
J. H. O'Rielly left last night for
,u0 RPrvlrp
is guaranteed to give satisfaction x
trip to northern New .Mexico towns in
We urge you to stop in . and look over the new stocks
Allred I,. On;, haw, general freight
of the Washington Llfe( Hn,j passenger
of tho. Santa
see the new style show x
to
Made with an extia flexible solo, and o the interest
insurance company.
DURING
DECORATION
FOR
Fe Central lalUuy. who was in the
of
J. A. Ileal, of The Citizen staff, left.citv vesterdav itvertisine the Tor
the felt lining Is a
FAIR WEEK
this morning for Kstancla, where ho, ranee county fair, now being held at
year
heat or cold, can be worn the
will take in the To; ranee county fair Kslancla, left ,b s morning for that
ON
FROM
OFFICIAL COLORS
town. While lu re, Mr. Orimshaw
for a couple of days.
round, which makes It an Ideal shoe
s
S. Vann. the drut-u-ist-,
will visit iel-- ' "I'xle nr. angeim nts with the
?
brlng-wlxrfor teachers, clerks, and others who
and friends at Iloekford, 111. t''ial fair association for the
county
fruit
f
Torrance
dur-.i,l"e
he will rece ive his Citizen
,h fa''
next week,
are on their feet most of the time.
his absence from the territorial '""'t
'
Herndon. cashier of the Mate
metropolis.
SIMON STERN
nitiuiiu
nauK, is iiii i uuueiii
The Presbyterian Aid society will: .Naiiouai
of the First
per yard, by the bolt only
Kilniund Key, .n
meet tomorrow afternoon at the home' National bank of Marshall, Texas. Mr.
AVENUE CLOTHIER
RAILROAD
THE
at
of Mrs. Caldwell, 217 West Silver ave
nue i,h.,.s pl u.e c.iu.en .u uigi-- Inornin(; whn ,1LS Kon Edmund, Jr.,
to be present.
u (aUi,g to Um AllKt.Uw.
whom
GRUNSFELD BROS.
THE WOMAN BEHIND
Mr. and Mrs. Ira II. Cassidy, of where the yomm
man will attend
THE POCKETBOOK. New York, who spent last winter in school.
They will continue west
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
have returned to the city .night, but todav Mr. Herndon Is see- sure, ill" wants the best prcery staand have taken up their residence ac ing to It that the visitors are enjoying
ples iiii.i laMe hixuiiuri, but shu wants
1004 North Fourth street.
themselves in the tenitorlal nietropo- no overcharging for Uiat "best." We're
I'erfecto Esqulbel, treasurer and
simnot a bit afraid of her. for the
collector of Kio Arriba county,
ple reason that our pi Ices can't be
located at' Tlerra Amarllla, arrived In The territorial fair Is coinin':
As
quality.
a
(same
beaten for the
You'll see who keeps things rollin'
the city last night and spent today atmatter of convenience, we will call for tending to official business.
then;
58
All haulin, sprinUHn' will be done
and deliver orders at regular stated
Ladles'
meeting
regular
The
the
of
If
you
In
By
men.
hurry
use the
Albuquerque
.a
intervals, or
Transfer
the
Aid society of the Congregational
'phone.
church will be held Thursday after-nooMILLINERYOPENING.
at 3 o'clock In church parlors.
MRS. M. F. BREEN ANNOUNCES
Members are urged to be present.
HER MILLINERY OPENING FRINos.118 and 120, South Second St.
Attorney Summers. Burkhart re- DAY AND SATURDAY AFTERNOON
SEPTEMBER 15
turned last night from Santa Fe, AND EVENINGS
whe;e he went to appear before the; AND 16 No. 220 WEST GOLD AVE.
board of equalization in behalf of a
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
number of his clients, who desired
opened a general repair shop
Goods
that their tax assessments be re- on I have
Call
South Third street, back of Walduced.
ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
Sampl9
in
Eugeuio Borneo, treasurer and
L. H. BHOKMAKERof the city.
collector of San Miguel county,
and territorial coal oil Inspector, arLadies' Riding Outfits.
with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
rived in the city last night from Las
Complete lines of ladies' riding
paint over your wood work where
Vegas and spent the day here attend- gloves, lcgglns and hats, now on sale
needed. You wKl find It most sating to his official duties as coal oil here.
SIMON STERN.
isfactory, Inasmuch as it will make
inspector.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
clean things look cleaner, and,
General' Manager Wells, of the San-what is more, make them stay so.
The Ladies of the Maecatees will
ta Fe Pacific, wired to the mechanical
We also have a large stock of lumgive a dance at tiTe Elks' hall room
department of the local shops to "pre- Friday
ber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
evening, September 22. Tick
'
pare several floats for the parade" at
Hose,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
II. The Woodmens' orchestra
the approaching territorial fair. The ets,
-Boilers,
Belting,
boys are now at work on these floats, will furnish the music.
Write
for
Prices
and they will be all right.
Supplies.
MILLINERY OPENING.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO,
There will be a regular meeting of
& Fleming, the well known
Parker
Albuquerque lodse No. 4fil, B. P. (. milliners ettend a cordial Invitation
First Street and Marquette
9 -- pnaTTSiTi niv
E., tonight at 8 o'clock. There will to thn !aii;cs of Allmnntrnun to attend
im- - thtqr
be initiation, lunch, and several
.M ,ning Saturday. Septem-portamatters to come before theM,,... ic from 2:00 until 9:00 d. rn.
lodge. II. W. D. Bryan, exalted ruler.
Miss Fleming hag taken greatest
Roy MclJonald, secretary.
care In selecting these patterns and
E. S. Stover and O. S. believes them to be the most beautiever
Plllsbury returned last night from ful and exquisite creations
3
North First Street
t(3- I)5 - lt7 South First Street J
Denver where they went last week brought to the city.
to attend the national encampment of
PARKER & FLEMING,
210 South Second street.
the G. A. R. They speak In the highest terms of the treatment accorded
AIM
WE
TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
them at the encampment.
AND
LOOK
OUT FOR
Ignaclo Gutierrez, a general merch- FIRSTPALATE.
SHIPMENT
OF FLAME TO
ant of Corrales, up the river, is in the KAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
OOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOCXX)OCXD
city purchasing goods from local BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
A
REPUTATION.
HAS
GREAT
He says his
wholesale merchants.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
P, LOMMORl & MATTEUCCI
section of the Rio Grande valley W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
The Clarkville coal we sell prinneeds rain badly, and also states that JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
cipally,' like the Father of His Counthere is very little water in the river. A. J. MALOY.
try, has a reputation second to none,
Dealers in
Manager J. B. Downey, of the Aland you know, if you've tried It, that
Light 4c
buquerque Gas, Electric
IVES, THE FLORIST.
it's the best ever burned. Its freedom
Groceries,
Power company, announces that the
Fresh Cut Flower.
from impurities, Its f;ee burning qualcompany will in the near future make
o
weight
and
to
as
our
fairness
ities
and
Grain
a big cut in the rate now charged
Free concert at the Casino tonight.
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
for electric lights. This will be good
pounds
2.0U0
guarantee
we
Remember
Par
news to the people generally.
absolutely In every ton leaving our
ticulars w ill be given out at a later
Keep Warm
Don't Get
IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
yard. We also handle all kinds of
C
1
date.
3
wood, mountain wood and kindmill
restA
a
former
Talbot,
Mrs. W. E.
The only Short Order Lunch
Both Phones.
ling.
Call at C24 West TIJeras Road.
We have just received the largest supply of Bedding ever received In dent at this city, but now living in g Room in the City. Fine Coffee
1
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.
in
weeks
spending
a
few
Albuquerque. Pillows. Blankets, Comforts, Sheets and slips. A large stock California, is
aSpecalty.
2 6 S. SeCORll St.
the city on a visit to old friends. Shei
of "Acorn" Heating Stoves and iangs.
I
OOOCOOCOOOCOCXDCXXXXXXXX)
is a guest at the home of Mrs. M. K. J,
es a
'
IV.
Garden, 702 West Sliver avenue. Mrs.
Talbot is on her way home from an
extended visit' to relatives in Cleveland, Texas.
Max Bigalke, aged 45' years, died
yesterday afternoon at his room in the
Highlands, of tuberculosis, after a
Diamond are alwayi in order. We can talk Diamond to you at any
lingering illness. The deceased came
I rcTATL.
Rrc
WIIOL.rcHAL.13
Urn. They are an investment, and a good invert ment at the price we are
to New Mexico some months ago fiom
jelling them. We have tome exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Ringi and
Jersey City, N. J., and at first was
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them.
the kind that
Fit unsurpassed;
once to he
only
look
woman
a
makes
Watches, Jewelry and Silverware
he
satisfied, and a man as often
can without the same result, is found
In our new styles for fall and winter.
Women's shoes, welts, turns and McB B
RAILROAD AVENUE
Kay's, $1X5 to $4. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Kallroad avenue.

Otnj

1'HUSONA L

Again, Magnificently Complete

Stocks of Ready to Wear

,

Df. Edison Cushion
Shoe for Women

.

,

m

n,...i

-

i

CLOT!

--

W

.

i-

Vi

Aher-crombl-

BUNTING

;

ai,

terrl-aiive-

$.50

SUITS RANGE

PRICES

i

3

e

ex-in-

I

t

$t6-S-

to $3022

ocoooooooooeoc

PLUMBING

j

r. F. TROTTER
ocoooooooooooo

n

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Finish ott Fail
HouselCieaning

and Examine the Beautiful
Rooms
Displayed
Our

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

1

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,
Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

eTi.

Steam Pumps,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

nt

WHITNEY COMPANY

J

401-40-

Cill

,

Flour, Hay,
and the Best
of Meats

Ft,

MERCHANTS

F

John S. Beavsn

1

O.

STRONG'S SONS

i8TALLENTa

DIAMONDS

& CO.
E. J. POST
AX1)

HARDWARE;

A

W U UaAVl

FEW LEADERS tN OUR LINE

STUDEBAKERS'

J

TEAD THE WORLD.

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

li

THE GUARANTEE

f.75

S.5Q $2.75

$ .00 S g.5Q

get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something fnr thf npyt mol
7(fj!) But the tiresome method is out of date,
You can do the work: with Snrcpnt's
r
Gem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds cf food In
coarse, medium or fine pieces, as de
sired. Useful in the preparation of substantials and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
fr-- va!!

1

S 4.OO

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

Chop! Chop! Chop!
Tiresome, Isn't it, to

a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Ask For Dutchess Trousers
&

More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS

10c for

HARDWA

1

E.

119 West Gold Avenue
St- -

J. TOST.
ttbuquerque.

CO..

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over

our line of choppers and othr useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
l'KOMl'T UKLlVhiiY ON

KY Kit Y

ITKCllASh

2J5 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

